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PREFACE

It is generally recognized that the theoretical and practical training of
competent information specialists represents the best long-term investment for
the development of satisfactory information systems. Great efforts are being
made in many countries - developed and developing alike - to establish the
institutions required for this purpose. While facilities and teaching staff
are the responsibility of the national authorities, international assistance
is often sought for the production of teaching material. The needs in this
area have been repeatedly stated over a number of years, and many documents on
theoretical and practical training are available in several languages from
Unesco (see list at the end of this study). It will be helpful to the
potential user to clarify the intention behind the preparation of these
documents and, at the same time, to say a few words concerning the present
document, 'Guidelines for the teaching of marketing in the training of
librarians, documentalists and archivists'.

Anyone involved in the educational process knows that teaching is an
essentially personal activity, which is influenced by the educational
environment, the students and the personality of the teacher. A programme or
course on a specific subject is the result of a large number of interactions.
The guidelines in this series do not therefore seek to lay down hard-and-fast
rules but rather to recommend lines of approach. For the same reason, authors
are given guidance regarding the overall shape of their work but they are not
asked to ensure that it conforms in particular with other studies in the
series. The reader will understand that such a requirement would be artificial
and that authors need the intellectual freedom that goes with intellectual
responsibility.

The range of teaching material required for the theoretical and practical
training of information specialists is enormous. Clearly, it was essential to
start with studies of a general nature, Cealing with curriculum development,
policy formulation and staffing forecasts, which are intended to assist Member
States in planning and decision-making at national level.

Now that more specific themes may be tackled, it has been decided to
respond to a persistent demand concerning subjects that urgently need to be
reflected in professional practice, namely the new technologies, management,
on-line information retrieval, etc. Marketing obviously has a place in this
list. Nearly all of the institutions responsible for meeting information
requirements are facing serious problems; and the need to make themselves
better known, and to find out more about their public and its requirements, is
now universally recognized. These guidelines for the teaching of marketing, by
describing the concepts on which this technique rests and providing numerous
specific examples of its application, should help to ensure that this approach
is applied more rapidly and that information services of all kinds are used
more effectively.

Another important focus of the work of Unesco's General Information
Programme is the promotion of standardization in the training of archivists,
librarians and information specialists. The rationale and practical advantages
of such an approach have been explored and recognized not only in studies
undertaken by the Organization but also by such non-governmental organizations
as IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions),
FID (International Federation for Information and documentation) and ICA
(International Council on Archives). Marketing, which has countless
applications, is clearly one of the subjects that can be taught in this
context.



It is to be hoped that archivists, librarians, information specialistsand all those responsible for their theoretical and practical training willfind in these guidelines material that will help them to remodel theirteaching or professional practice.

In preparing this study the author enjoyed the co-operation of severalspecialists who kindly studied the first draft of the manuscript andparticipated in a seminar organized in Geneva from 8 to 10 October 1986 by theInternational Association of Information Science Schools. The author andUnesco would likn to express their warmest thanks to these specialists:Mrs G. Adda (Tunis), Mrs J. Calixte (Marseilles), Mr P. Filiatrault(Montreal), Mrs J. Lefevre (Paris), Mr F. Libmann (Paris), Mr N. Rambhujun(Bordeaux), and Mr H. Sené (Dakar).

The terms employed and the presentation of the material used in thisstudy should not be seen as reflecting in any way the views of Unesco.
All remarks, suggested improvements or accounts of the experience ofother countries in applying these guidelines will be most welcome.Correspondence Eaould be sent to the General Information Programme Division,Unesco, 7 place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris, France.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although marketing as a term has been part of the everyday language for
some years now, the concept remains ill-defined in the minds of most people.
Marketing is too often identified with mere promotion or advertising, which
actually constitute no more than a tiny part of the total marketing approacn.

As Bernard Blanche(1) points out, marketing is a 'complex function', that
is, a concept comprising a number of constituents. Lambin(2) states that it is
both a system of thought and a system of action; and it has to be said that
these two categories encompass fairly well the range of ideas implicit in
marketing, i.e. the idea of 'strategic analysis' involving reflection on an
organization's position in relation to its various groups of customers, and
the 'operational' aspec_ covering the whole technical side of marketing
including market research and marketing communication.

Other writers such as Darmon, Laroche and Petrov highlight the social
aspect of marketing(2). For marketing is also a system of values which makes
consumer satisfaction the basis for an organization's operation. This system
of values transcends political systems since marketing is now universally
accepted. The point is made by Serraf: 'Various experiments have shown the
marketing approach to be completely effective in private enterprises in the
developed and developing countries alike, in both capitalist economies and the
socialist countries or those with a highly-planned economy, and in firms
pursuing private profit or government departments, public services and local
authorities'(4).

Denis Linden refers to a 'marketing ethos'(5) and we fully agree with
this view, for marketing reflects a comprehensive approach to the problems of
the organization.

We shall therefore define marketing as a management philosophy, that is
to say, a way of conceiving management, which is naturally expressed in the
form of appropriate action in the everyday life of the organization (this
definition is adopted and spelt out in Module 1).

By management we mean: a 'set of techniques used within organizations in
order to achieve the objectives those organizations have set themselves'(6).
Hence, it is a philosophy that covers all management tasks, since 'management
covers all the functions prescribed by Fayol: management means planning,
organization, giving ordcrs, co-ordinating and supervising'(7).

The chief aim of this marketing philosophy is to help organizations
achieve something which they by nature seek - a closer relationship with their
public. Information specialists(8) have always been concerned - and
particularly in the last few decades about their possible impact on the
public. This concern is reflected in studies on the use and evaluation of
information systems.

Ever since library science and information science were first taught at
university level, particularly in North America, user survey methods have been
included in courses in a number of institutions. Most of the research in this
area is reckoned to be carried out with the aim of obtaining a better
knowledge of the users of library archive and information services.

It was therefore only natural that information specialists should
eventually develop an interest in the marketing of their services.
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The first publications directly linking marketing with informationservices date from the beginning of the 1970s. In North America, it seems thatlibraries - particularly public libraries - were the first to realize thatmarketing could provide an answer to these concerns about the use of services,to judge at least from the earliest publications on the marketing ofinformation(9). In Europe, however, a concern with marketing philosophy seemsto have manifested itself initially in documentation centres.

Before 1970, it is true, the concept of marketing was confined almostexclusively to organizations supplying products rather than services. Themarketing approach did not really develop until after the Second World War,and it was not until 1969, by which time marketing had already caused aconsiderable upheaval in the production sector, that a prominent Americanmarketing expert, Philip Kotler, suggested extending the application of theconcept to service organizations
and non-profit-making bodies (10).

This view, which was initially challenged by some, is now accepted andseveral sectors in which marketing may be applied have now been identified inthe area of information
services alone (figure 1.1).

Information services may be marketed in a private or public context. Inthe first case, the marketing may either be strictly commercial andprofit-oriented (firms of consultants and information brokers, on-line hosts,etc.) or non-profit-making
(professional information science associations).The 'Central Lending Libraries' in Quebec (public libraries servingcommunities of fewer than 5,000 inhabitants) provide another good example ofprivate non-profit-making bodies as they are officially registered as privatecompanies (Company Law) but rezeive government subsidies.

figure 1.1: Sectors in which information may_tiejgriceted

PROFIT-MAKING

PRIVATE
PUBLIC

Information brokers
State-subsidized data

consultants banks

NON-PROFIT-MAKING Professional associations
Central Lending Libraries
(Quebec)

Public libraries
University libraries
School libraries etc.
Archives

Information services in the public sector may either by profit-making,such as certain State-subsidized data banks, which seems to be quitecommon(11), or else non-profit-making. Most information services (publiclibraries, university libraries, school libraries, archive services,government documentation centres, etc.) belong to this second category. Theorganizations mentioned in that category are increasingly adopting a marketingapproach, in particular because of the social and economic pressures thatcompel them to rationalize their management and even to charge for some oftheir services and also in response to the recent appearance of other'charging' information services, which has had the effect of 'destabilizing'their activities, as pointed out by 31aise Cronin(12). It has been realizedthat, even in a 'public service' context in which users make no directpayment, information always has a price and that someone eventually has to paythe bill.
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Thus, over the last ten years, a number of information services have been
experimenting with modern marketing methods or, at least, certain aspects of
marketing such as advertising and public relations. The number of training
workshops on the subject and the number of publications provide a good
indication of the level of interest, which seems to be constantly increasing.

The marketing approach may profoundly modify the appearance of
information services just as it transformed the business world several years
ago. The implications of the marketing approach are indeed quite radical as it
forces the organization adopting it to question on occasion its whole basis
and know-how. The manager who has been eonverted to marketing must attempt to
adapt the services supplied by his organization to the needs of his public. It
sometimes happens that institutions depart from their original objectives over
the years and that marketing studies highlight the need for a major
readjustment. For example, bureaucracy may with the passing years become
all-pervasive at the expense of customers' 1,eeds. Organizations in such cases
are practically 'disembodied' in terms of their social roles. Marketing can
help them to improve their social utility, thereby possibly enabling them to
survive when they were thought to be doomed.

Marketing is a tool which makes it possible to maximize exchanRes between
an organization and its various customers. In this connection, Dayan points
out that a well-integrated marketing approach in an organization fosters such
exchanges, since it makes for:

1. Greater flexibility and hence greater adaptability,

2. Responsiveness to the outside world conducive to the establishment
ef an ongoing dialogue with the organization's environment.

3. Greater focus on the market rather than the organization itself.

4. A service-oriented, rather than a product-oriented, approach.

5. A more open attitude towards competitior.

6. More flexible internal organization serving to optimize
decision-making(13).

Marketing may also be defined as a 'methodology for problem
formulation'(14) and, in this connection, it may perhaps enable information
services and their staff to find their place in society. For it is an odd fact
that such personnel have not yet acquired a social status commensurate with
their role in what is generally referred to as 'the information society'.

For some years, the world of information has been in ferment, with an
unprecedented increase in the number of uata banks, a growth in the number of
micro-computers, more human resources invested in information, the development
of popular communication technology etc. But information services both
traditional and non-traditional still remain comparatively under-utilized(15).
Hopefully, marketing will help to resolve these problems.
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2. THE COURSE OF STUDY

2.1 Aims of this document

The aim of this document is to describe in broad terms the marketing
approach and the ways in which it may be included as a component in the
training of information specialists.

The main part of the document (Chapter 3) sets out in six modules the
possible content of such training, the training objectives corresponding to
each module, examples relevant to the situation of information specialists, a
number of exercises to accompany the ccurse and some suggested reading for
tutors and for students wishing to continue their training independently. The
six modules cover all the components necessary to enable students who have
followed the course to apply marketing principles in different types of
information services. All the basic ideas are therefore introduced. Teachers
in different countries may use these basic notions to develop a fuller course
and one which is more closely attuned to their particular situation.

The modules are presented in the order most conducive to the gradual
acquisition of a basic knowledge of marketing, i.e. moving from general
concepts to an explanation of specific concepts. Teachers may alter this
sequence at any time for specific educational reasons. For example, the last
module deals with the 'marketing plan' since it is a stage at which all of the
basic ideas find practical expression. But the components of the marketing
plan may be introduced immediately after basic marketing ideas if, for
example, it is intended that students should prepare a marketing plan as an
exercise in the course of their training. Similarly, some components may be
introduced at the start to capture the interest of participants - for example,
some good instances of advertising in the field of information.

The content of these guidelines is based on the wide experience of the
author, who has been responsible for initial training courses at various
levels and continuing training for very varied groups in a number of developed
and developing countries.

The participants in the marketing seminar held in Geneva from 8 to
10 October 1986 also made a very positive contribution to the preparation of
this work.

As far as possible this study has been drafted to take account of the
various types of information services. The description of marketing
applications also takes account of the political, economic and geographical
differences between countries in which they might be put to use.

This section (Chapter 2) describes the teaching environment for marketing
courses in schools of information science.

2.2 Structure of the ccurse

2.2.0 Levels of training

Figure 2.1 represents the various training levels for which these
guidelines are intended. They involve both initial and in-service training.
All the modules may be used for initial training and some of them may be used
separately in an in-service training context.

The modules as shown here are intended primarily to make students aware
of or familiar with an area of which they have little or no prior knowledge.
However, each module may be developed to provide more advanced training for

13
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students, in second training session for example, after which those concernedshould be in a position to apply the principles they have learned in genuinelyoperational fashion.

Figure 2.1: Possible traininR levels

Awareness/Familiarization

Operational Application

2.2.1 Initial training

Initial training In-service training

30-45 hours of
compulsory
courses 1st year

1-5 days

30-45 hours of
courses with
options 2nd
year

5-15 days

(fairly intensive)

The ..irketing approach makes students of information science more awareof the importance of taking the user and his needs into account in themanagement of an information service. It also provides them with a basicunderstaneing of strategic planning essential to all modern managers. Inmanagement training schools, marketing may be taught in several courses overseveral hundred hours. Such schools regard marketing as a special disciplinethat has developed greatly in the last ten years.

However, marketing courses in management school seem to be mainly aimedat manufacturing and industrial companies. Since it is highly desirable forinformation specialists to receive a form of marketing training geared toservice organizations, particularly non-profit service organizations, it wouldbe preferable if they were to receive such instruction along with their tasictraining, that is, during their course of study at an information scienceschool.

It is a moot point whether all students in information science schoolsshould be required to study marketing; the answer may depend on the policiesapplied in each country. At all events, our view is that it is an extremelyimportant if not a fundamental component of all the other activities carriedout by an information service.

For that reason we strongly recommend that this subject should constitutea separate course in all information science schools. These schools should atleast provide an introductory course for all students and an opportunity forthose most interested to specialize in the subject.

Another way of meeting this requirement in part would be to teachmarketing in conjunction with another subject already included in thecurriculum. For example, a course on management and administration couldinclude a certain number of lessons on the marketing of information services.But because the syllabus of the more traditional training courses forinformation specialists is already very full (planning, organization,management, control, budgeting, staff management, etc.), a separate marketing
course would generally be advisable.
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Another possibility would be to integrate the marketing approach in user
surveys if'such a course is already on the curriculum. As we explained in tha
introduction, user surveys lead naturally to a marketing approach. We have
found that marketing adds a practical dimension to courses on user surveys and
is therefore much appreciated by students(1). Thi practical dimension is
present because marketing makes it possible to incorporate the results of use
surveys in the planning of information services. Such surveys seem too often
based on a strictly methodological approach and are therefore completely
dissociated from their management information function.

It is suggested in the present study that marketing should be considered
as generic in relation to user surveys, i.e. that such surveys should be seen
as a branch of marketing. Module 3 accordingly introduces survey methods
under the heading of 'marketing research'.

As the content of this marketing research component is relatively dense
(survey methodology, methods for the colleLtion and processing of data,
statistics) it would be quite in order to think in terms of a course structure
corprising a compulsory introduction to the basics of marketing (including
research concepts) followed by another course involving specialized options,
which would deal specifixally with market research and analysis.

2.2.2 In-service training

Just as it is essential for new members of the profession to become
acquainted with modern marketing techniques so it is essential for those
already in work to learn about this approach. As the importance of marketing
for information services has only very recently been realized, provision for
in-service training must be made for specialists who received their initial
training some years ago or who never received formal training in the field of
information.

In most countries in-service training is undertaken by professional
associations, sometimes in co-operation with institutions providing Initial
training. Some private bodies have also begun to provide in-service training
courses in the field of information science.

Several in-service training courses on the application of marketing to
information services have already been held in various countries. In most
casas these courses have merely presented basic marketing concepts and
explained the uses of marketing. These basic principles can easily be covered
in a single day.

Some courses have also been held to present a specific aspect of
marketing, such as the advertising of documentation and information services
or market analysis methods. The duration of such courses may vary according
to the theoretical level called for and the amount of practical work involved
(group work, practical applications, etc.).

There is, however, an increasing demand from those working in this area
for structured marketing workshops extending over at least two days at which
participants can study the marketing concept in depth and at which the
application of marketing to information services is demonstrated by
instruction in strategy formulation and the preparation of a marketing plan.

As indicated above, the course content proposed in this study is divided
into a number of modules which, individually or in groups of two, can provide
topics for in-service training courses. Basic concepts will, of course, be a
prerequisite for the more advanced modules.

I.
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2.3 Number of course hours

It is difficult to speak of a required number of course hours, int themarketing concepts put forward in.this document could not reasonaMy beassimilated in less than 30 hours of classes, to which should be added roughlyrdice that time for individual reading and back-up work by students.Moreover, it should be clearly realized that students will then have no morethan an introductory-level grasp of marketing. They will nevertheless be in aposition to apply basic marketing principles in their daily work, albeitimperfectly at first, naturally.

Obviously, training can be more effective if the course is spread over alonger period of time and the trainee groups are smaller (10 or 12). Wheretraining is stretched out over several weeks students have a better chance toassimilate the material properly and thus retain it. With a smaller group ofstudents the subject-matter can be explored in a much livelier fashion,thereby helping participants once again to absorb it more effectively.

By way of example, the School of Librarianship and Information Sciencesof the University of Montreal provides for 45 hours of tuition in the basiccourse on the marketing of information services, plus 90 hours of additionalwork by the student at home, in the library or as part of a team. The contentis very similar to that suggested in the following chapter but includes someextra components on the application of marketing in the Canadian letting.

In this particular institution, the marketing course is compulsory forall first-year students and therefore caters for at least 60 students.Students however, work in small teams of three to five, the problem of largegroups being in this way avoided. Moreover, second-year students have theoption of choosing another course enabling them to study marketing concepts ingreater depth. But, as explained earlier, we shall confine ourselves here todescribing the basic components, which teachers in different countries maydevelop as they wish, particularly where specialist courses are concerned.
2.4 Prior qualifications needed

Strictly speaking the study of marketing as applied to informationservices does not call for any prior qualifications. Naturally the learningprocess will be speeded 111) if students have a first-hand knowledge of thefield. They will then find it easier to relate theory and practice.

A basic knowledge of management and administration could also helpstudents to assimilate marketing ideas more rapidly and more effectively.

We have had exparience of teaching marketing to a variety of groups(long-standing or new members of ths profession, students with or withoutprevious knowledge of management or the information sciences) and we haveobserved that receptivity to the concept is universal, irrespective of thelevel of the stadents.
Beginners may even be said to be more receptive -doubtless because of the innovatory aspect of applying marketing toinformation services, an idea that can encounter resistance among moreconservative managers. Some slight adaptation on the part of the teacher willgenerally be necessary to suit his particular audience.

2.5 Teacher qualifications

Finding someone to teach the marketing of information services may provedifficult for some training schools. The person concerned must not only havea knowledge of marketing but must also be familiar with the environment inwhich information specialists work. The ideal combination would clearly be a

C
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mixed background in management and information. Someone possessing, for
example, an M.A. in Administration (M.B.A. or equivalent) and an M.A. in
InformAtion Science would be an asset for a training school, particularly if
he or she had already worked or had experience in the information field.
Because of the present tendency for training to be provided at the higher
level (M.A. or above), teachers are increasingly required to possess research
skills, as attested usually by the holding of a doctorate.

A knowledge of information services is particularly important since - as
we have already pointed out - traditional training in marketing is generally
focused on manufacturing and industrial companies whereas the application of
marketing to service organizations, particularly non-profit service
organizations, has certain specific features.

In the case cf a teacher offering an advanced course on the markeing of
information services aimed at a well-informed audience, knowledge of the
information field would be less essential as the students themselves could
make the ne -!ssary adaptation. In such a case, however, the teacher should at
least be aware of the distinctive features of marketing when applied to
service organizations.

2.6 Teaching methods

Marketing should not be ccasidered solely as a technique but also as a
philosophy of management. It must therefore be taught using flexible teaching
methods which provide opportunities for the students to discuss and comment on
the material.

In this connection teachers are advised to make use of interactive
methods which encourage exchanges between the teacher and his students and
between the students themselves. In accordance with the subjects discussed in
the different modules, various approaches are suggested in these guidelines,
particularly in the 'evaluation exercise' section at the end of each module.

For example, the case method may produce profitable exchanges between the
teacher and the students and also between the students themselves. Much use
is made of this method in the teaching of marketing in management schools.
However, there are practically no cases available for the discussion of
situations in the information field. Teachers must therefore compile the
cases they require for their teaching, which involves a considerable
investment of time. It does however provide them with cases which actually
correspond to local work situations. Teachers can also draw on previously
published cases(2). Annex 1 provides an example of a case-study on the
marketing of information services.

Students may also use real cases to discuss the theoretical principles
underlying the course. Such discussions may be set up by inviting people
working in the information field to explain the situation of their
organization and then discussing the practical problems they encounter in
their work environments.

Tutors may also devise simulations or role-playing games, whereby
students are placed in an imaginary context involving very specific
professional situations in which - for example - they have to play the role of
a particular manager.

Teamwork by students is also a good idea. Indeed, the use of marketing
techniques in work contexts generally involves teamwork.

I 7
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An audio-visual approach is very effective and is often more successfulin holding students' attention. It is also an appropriate technique fordemonstrating the applications of marketing, for example when it comes tointroducing the concepts of advertising and promotion. Whenever possible,audio-visual documents should be made available at the end of each module.
2.7 Basic equipment and documentation

Certain equipment is necessary if the teaching methods suggested aboveare to be used.

Depending on the type of audio-visual
document employed, this equipmentwill include a projector, an overhead projector, and a video unit with asufficient number of monitors.

Lecture rooms should also be equipped so as to allow proper viewing ofaudio-visual documents, e.g. with curtains so as to shut out the light ifnecessary. Lecture rooms should be multifunctional as far as possible toenable the above-mentioned exchanges between students to take place. Ideally,small rooms should be available for teamwork.

It is also a good thing for students to have access to a library wheredocuments on marketing in general and, of course, the marketing of informationservices in particular are available.

The:e are several monographs on the marketing of information services,but most texts have been published in the form of articles in the specializedjournals. If students already have access to a library specializing in theinformation field, they should be able to find those texts among !tscollection.

With regard to marketing in general, students would be advised to obtaincopies of the limited number of textbooks on the marketing of non-profitservice organizations (see bibliography).

2.8 Student assessment

In the case of initial training the university or training institutionauthorities will generally require students to be assessed. Such appraisalwill be more effective if it is not based on a single mode of assessment.Thus the teacher may employ a written exam together with a group projectextending over a semester. The result will be an individual assessment and agroup assessment.

In the case of group work, it will, however, be necessary to ensure thatall members of the team pull their weight as each member of the group willreceive the same mark.

Another possibility would be to reserve a certain percentage of marks forcontinuous assessment of the student's classroom performance, which cansometimes be an added source of motivation for students.

Assessment of students should also help the teacher to discover if he hasmanaged to put across the material. As a further check, the teacher couldalso distribute a teaching-evaluation questionnaire to students at the end ofthe course.

In the case of in-service training, summative evaluation may not benecessary. It will, however, be important to carry out a formative evaluationof the course to see if the teaching can be improved. This could be done bymeans of a discussion with
participants or an anonymous questionnaire.
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Notes on chapter 2

1. Bayard, R., 'L'approche marketing dans l'enseignement des méthodes
d'enquite sur le terrain', in Actes des nuatrmes Aournées d'étude de
l'AIESI, 24-29 avril 1984, Rabat, 1985, Ecole des sciences de
l'information, pp. 131-140.

2. Lovelock, G.H. and Weinberg, C.B., Public and non-profit marketing: cases
and readings, New York, Wiley, 1984.
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3. THE COURSE CONTENT

3.1 MODULE 1: The marketina approach as a management too in the context of
information servicus

GENERAL OBJECTIVE:

To promote an awareness of the importance of marketing for information
services.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

On completion of this module the student should be in a position to:

1. understand that information services function as open systems;

2. define marketing;

3. explain the development of the marketing concept;

4. iderttify the components of the marketing mix.

3.1.1 The information service as an open system

In order to fully understand the importance of marketing for information
services, it is essential to realize that they function as open systems. We
are drawing here, of course, on Bertalanffy's systems theory(1).

Information services have often been described as systems that depend on
their environment. Thus, Speller clearly explains the functioning of
information services as systems taking the example of the university
library(2). Figure 3.1 illustrates this dependent relationship by means of
concentric circles: the information service, which is itself composed of
subsystems, operates in a wider context (the parent organization) to which it
gears its functioning. This wider context may be a university, a large firm or
a government ministry. The service thus defines its goals and objectives in
terms of the role assigned to it by the parent organization, and it must also
take account of the requirements of its different customers and of the
external environment.

In order to appreciate this dependence on the environment, we need only
consider the financing problems experienced by information services in periods
of economic crisis: all too often the first budgets to be cut by the funding
bodies are those of librairies or archive services. The same is true of
documentation centres in the private sector where the first reaction of a
company experiencing financial difficulties will often be to abolish that
service. As for profit-making information organizations, the absence of
customers sooner or later spells bankruptcy.

The problem is that the final product provided by information services is
not always seen as essential, wherein lies the potential drama of this
dependent relationship on the environment. The service receives resources from
its environment and in exchange it must supply a product or service that is
useful, and of course 'visible', to that environment.

20
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In recent years information services have realized that they mustrationalize their operations if they wish to prosper and even, in some cases,to survive. Somewhat curiously this realization has come at a time when theneed for information in society is more keenly felt than ever before.Nevertheless, managers appear to be finding it more and more difficult tojustify the scale of their services. Faced with this paradox which forces themto manage growth in a context of contraction,
administrators have turned tomodern methods such as marketing.

FiRure 3.1: The I.S. as an open system

21
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3.1.2 What is marketing?

As we stated in the introeuction, marketing is a 'complex function' and
has, therefore countless definitions. In his Dictionary of Marketing and
Advettising, M.J. Baker ascribes this situation to the newness of the
concept(3). He states that maAeting is an emerging discipline which does Mt
yet possess a solid core of theory, a fact which could explain the many
definitions. However, Baker maintains that there are a number of affinities
between all these definitions.

Lovelock and Weinberg, two experts in the marketing of sPrvices, define
marketing as the management function which links an organization to its
external environment(4). Although this definition is rather general, it
provides a clear explanation of the main aim of marketing.

In his Dictionneire du Marketing, Serraf analyses the concept of
marketing as follows: Marketing is a 'coherent, three-pronged system of
research, strategy and action... the purpose of which is to identify,
anticipate, contact and monitor customers and to cope with changes and
developments in the market'(5). Its function, then, goes far beyond mere
advertising, which is what some people suppose its role to be.

Blaise Cronin, an expert in information services, has his own definition
of marketing which places the emphasis on customer satisfaction - another
major objective of marketing: 'harketing can be summed up as the process of
customer-satisfaction w-gineering'(6).

Philip Kotler, who enjoys undisputed authority in this field, defines
marketing in terms of the concept of exchanges as 'a human activity directed
towards the satisfaction of wants by means of exchanges'(7).

The idea of exchanges between an organization and its environment may, in
fact, be described as the cornerstone of marketing. The marketing approach
seeks to rationalize these exchanges and make them as efficient as possible.

Figure 3.2: The exchange process
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Irrespective of the type of services which they offer, organizations ancfirms all develop within a context of excbanges. Obviousl#"these exchanges aremore easily discernible in the commercial process where the customer acquiresa product in return for a given sum of.money paid directly to the seller. But,as shown in figure 3.2, an exchange also takes place when a user has recourseto a non-profit information service to obtain a document or information: thecost of the service is met by the user or the community through taxes. Thereis always a price to be paid whatever the context of the exchange.

This type of exchange is rationalized in marketing through an activestudy - highly formal or otherwise - of the needs of different groups ofcustomers. When the study has been completed, managers must ensure that theproducts or services supplied are made to match observed needs. The exchangewill consequently be more effective as it provides greater satisfaction forthe users and involves less wasted effort on the part of the organization.

The marketing approach leads to a different conception of management.Before the advent of marketing, managers were in the habit of adopting anapproach based almcst entirely on the existing product with the aim ofachieving economic viability or profits in the case of the commercial sectorand 'social' viability in the case of the public sector. Firms andorganizations defined themselves first and foremost in terms of their products.

The marketing approach has substantially modified the traditionalapproach, as may be seen from figure 3.3, inasmuch as the organization's pointof departure is no longer the organization itself or the existingproduct/service but the customer and the satisfaction of his or her needs. Theaim remains the same: to make the organization
reasonably viable. But this aimcan now be achieved much more easily and in a completely different context.

The marketing approach obliges managers to ensure that their organizationevolves, since the needs of the customers naturally alter with time,reflecting the similarly changing environment. The key role played by custotorneed and market analysis in the marketing approach derives directly from thisbasic principle.

Marketing, then, amounts to much more than most people imagine. Somebelieve that it is synonymous with advertising or public relations. But thatis just the tip of the iceberg, one of the final stages in the marketingprocess during which the organization communicates with the market afterconducting a study of needs and altering its services to meet those needs.

For all of these reasons we have adopted a rather broad definition ofmarketing which incorporates all the definitions mentioned above.

Marketing may be defined as a management philosophy whereby theorganization:

1. actively monitors the needs of its customers (users and non-users);

2. matches itself and its products or services with identified customerneeds so as to satisfy them:

3. subsequently makes itself known by communicating with customers;

4. finally, measures customer satisfaction in order to make anynecessary adjustmnts.

9.)
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Fieure 3.?: Differences between a Product-oriented approach
and a marketim approach in the field of information services

STARTING POINT

Attitude to
customers:

Approach to
customers:

Relationship with
customers

Time required to
obtain a service/
product:

Services/products
supplied:

Innovations:

Attitude to
services/produets:

Evaluation of
information needs:

Feedback in relation
to service provided:

PRODUCT-ORIENTED APPROACH

Must be content with
product offered

Wait until customers
turn Up

Instrumental (as brief
as possible)

Depends on technical
services and accessions

Only what is available
on the spot

Chiefly designed to lower
production costs

I.S. supplies only
what it produces

Restricted: mainly in
terns of printed matter

Mainly concerned with
internal efficiency

MARKETING APPROACH

I.S. must adjust to
their needs

Anticipate customers'
wishes

Helpful and open-ended

Depends on customer needs

Outward-looking network
approach

Aimed at providing better
customer service

I.S. endeavours to
produce what it should be
supplying

Broad: in terms of
information
(audio-visual, etc.)

Mainly in terms of
effectiveness with
regard to customers

(Note: I.S.: Information Service)
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3.1.3 Development of the marketing concept

Yorke states that marketing developed mainly after the Second WorldWar(8), although the idea behind the concept is in fact much older accordingto Peter Drucker. He traces it back to 1650 in Japan(9), where a certainMitsui set up the first department store operating on the basis of customersatisfaction. According to Kotler, the term 'marketing appeared at thebeginning of the twentieth century(10).

Large companies selling everyday goods directly to the consumer wereamong the first to use modern marketing techniques. The 'exchanges' asdescribed above are more apparent in this sector and the importance ofoptimizing them for the sake of greater efficiency was probably understoodmore quickly than elsewhere.

Shortly afterwards the world of industry also adapted to the marketingapproach, probably around the 1960s.

Following an article by Philip Kotler and Sydney Levy, which was firstpublished in 1969 and has since become a near classic, the concept ofmarketing was extended to non-profit service orgnizations. It is estimatedthat hundreds of millions of dollars are now invested annually in themarketing of non-profit organizations, as exemplified by fund-raisingcampaigns for various social causes. This type of activity whereby marketing -often wrongly seen as an instrument of capitalism - helps to improve thequality of life in our society(11) is now referred to as 'social marketing'.

The world of information services is only now really waking up to thisnew approach although the first articles to appear on the subject in thespecialized journals date from the mid-1970s. Cronin forecasts that marketingwill be a completely normal form of management in information servicee by1990(12).

Librarians, documentalists, archivists and other information specialistsare less and less reluctant to view their services as businesses and areemploying the necessary means, including marketing, to ensure theirdevelopment and improve their visibility.

3.1.4 The marketing mix

This important concept underlies all marketing strategies. We shall comeback to the ingredients of the mix in iii:clules 4 and 5, but in order to have aclear understanding of marketing the various components must be brieflyintroduced.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the ingredients of the marketiLg mix. There arefive main elements, which converge - as they should - on the centre of allmarketing management, i.e. the market, comprising actual and potential users.In order to serve a market more effectively the manager must idenify inrelation to each of the five elements those features which will best satisfythat market. This careful mixture will constitute the core of the marketingstrategy.

This first element of the marketing mix is the product. In theinformation field we should perhaps speak chiefly of services since what issupplied to the market usually takes the form of non-material products. Onethinks, for example, of the reference facilities provided by an archivesservice, the bibliographical service provided by national libraries or thereferral services provided to users in university libraries.
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The second element of the marketing mix involves all aspects of thedistribution of the product or service concerned. This is a rather cowlexelement in the case of information
services, distribution covering the entireconcept of access to the service. It therefore includes: the opening hours ofthe centre, its location, the rules for the lending of documents, etc.

The third element is relatively new as its importance for the developmentof strategies has only recently been realized. This element is the staff,without whom - when all is said and done - satisfactory
exchanges with thepublic are difficult to achieve. That is why mrketing experts now talk about'internal marketing', emphasizing that the entire staff must be at all costand feel themselves involved in the

organization's marketing strategies.
Etigg is the fourth element in the marketing mix.said, there is always a price to be paid in informationpublic bodies are concerned. Furthermore, some non-profitfaced with financial

restrictions have recently adoptedfor some of their products. At the level of strategy theseriously the various pricing options and select the onesatisfactory to potential users.

As we have already
services, even where
information services
a policy of charging
manager must examine
which will prove most

Marketing communication,
principally advertising, constitutes the lastelement in the marketing mix. The manager must decide at this stage the bestway of communicating

with the market to inform it of his products andservices, their special features and where applicable their price.
The marketing strategy will therefore be based en these five elementsand on their many facets. Managers must achieve the right balance betweenthese ingredients in the light of market requirements, bearing in mind thatthey are all interrelated. Even if the general shape of a new service has beenwell researched and responds effectively to customer needs in terms of theproduct, the operation may be completely

sabotaged by a poor decision onpricing or by
unsatisfactory distribution or poo. staff training.

Once this overall strategy has been established it will provide a basisfor the planning of the information service; in other words, all of itsactivities will be conducted on the basis of the strategic decisions stemmingfrom the marketing mix. The marketing
plan (module 6) will provide a detailedbreakdown of all the strategic decisions.

3.1.5 Suggested reading

Bon, J. and Louppe, A., Marketing des services publics: l'étude des besoins dela population, Paris, Editions
d'organization, 1980. Chapitre 1: Le conceptmarketing et l'étude des besoins.

Flippo, J.P., Le management des entreprises de services, Paris, Editionsd'organisation, 1984. Chapitre 3: Les specificites du marketing des services.
Kotler, P., Marketing for non-profit organizations, Englewood Cliffs (N.J.),Prentice-Hall, 2nd ed., 1982. Chapter 1: Marketirg's role in non-profitorganizations; Chapter 2: The responsive

organization: meeting consumer needs.
Lovelock, C.H. and Weinberg, C.B., Marketing for public andmanagers, New York, Wiley, 1984. Chapter 1: The role of marketing;Understanding and contrasting the public and non-profit sectors;Exchanges in non-business marketing.

Serraf, G., 'Propositions pour definir un veritable
marketing dessociaux'. Revue francaise du marketing, No. 60, 1976, pp.46-83.

e".

non-profit
Chapter 2:
Chapter 3:

problèmes
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Speller, hJ., 'Living in an open system: the individual and the library
organi%ation'. Journal of Library Administration, V.5, 1984, pp.41-52.

Ou'est -cc aue le marketing? Film
audio -visuel de l'entreprise.

Edinger, J.A., 'Marketing library
and Research Libraries, V.41, 1980,

cinimatographique, 15 min., Paris, Centre

services: strategy for survival'. ColleRe
pp.329-332.

Levitt, T., 'Marketing myopia', (in
pp.546-573.

French), Direction, No. 150, 1968,

Lundu, M.C., 'The marketing of information in Zambia: the views of a Zambian
librarian'. Infomediarv, V.1, 1985, pp.17-30.

3.1.6 Evaluation exercise

To enable students to check whether they have fully assimilated the basic
concepts in Module 1, it is suggested that they be given an objective test
consisting of 'true or false' or multiple-choice questions. Such tests (which
can be adapted, if necessary) may be found in Les fondements du marketing
moderne: Ruide de l'étudiant, by D. Pettigrew and M. Turgeon (Montreal,
McGraw-Hill, 1985), or in Le marketingauidecie l'étudiants by M. Lessard
(Montreal, HRW, 1984). Annex II reproduces a test of this type adapted to the
marketing of information services, in which the first questions relate to
Module 1.

00
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Notes on Module 1
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3.2 MODULE 2: Markgtink and behaviour patterns in the information field

GENERAL CRJECTIVE:

To understand the importance of information-seeking behaviour for the
marketing of information services.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

On completion of this module the student should be in a position to:

1. understand that a number of factors may influence
information-seeking behaviour;

2. define certain typical patterns of information-seeking behaviour;

3. define certain important concepts in the study of
information-seeking behaviour.

3.2.1 Why infkrmation-seeking behaviour is important

A knowledge of information-seeking behaviour in different markets is
increasingly important for managers who have adopted a marketing approach. As
the aim of marketing is to satisfy customer needs it is essential to discover
how customers operate, how they make their choices when they have to acquire
information, why they may or may not decide to consult an expert, how they
behave when faced with an information problem, etc.

This question of 'consumer' behaviour is crucial in marketing theories
and all the basic works treat this subject in detail.

Consumer behaviour is influenced by a number of factors which need to be
identified. They include sociological factors: age, sex, educational level,
etc. Some products and services are not intended for everybody, and it is
essential to know in advance which section of the market may be attracted by a
specific product.

Culture and attitudes are other factors which affect the decision as to
whether or not to make use of information services. For example, the image
some people have of libraries, the way in which they perceive them, will often
determine whether or not they make use of their services.

Life-styles and socio-economic categories are other factors that have a
definite impact on the way people obtain information, i.e. whether they
operate independently or whether they rely more on help from others - to
interrogate data banks, for example.

Naturally all these factors vary from one context to another, from one
country to another and from one continent c.. another. It is none the less
possible to identify certain patterns of information-seeking behaviour from
the many studies completed to date. Knowledge of these patterns may be of
great use to managers, even if they should always relate and adapt these basic
principles to their own context and preferably carry out their own market
analysis in order to identify the special characteristics of the various user
groups.
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3.2.2 Patterns of information-seeking behaviour

Research on patterns in the information field may be divided into twomain categories depending on the approach employed by the researcher. Thefirst category comprises studies relating to existing
information services,and the second comprises studies relating to the activities of users, withoutreference to information services.

The first category therefore comprises studies relating to differenttypes of institution (archive services, university or public libraries, etc.).
The second category comprises studies relating to the spheres of activityof users, whether expressed Al terms of disciplines (science, social science,human sciences) or in economic terms (firm, professional worker, Workenvironment). Researchers agree that information-seeking behaviour variesconsiderably from one discipline to another and in different types of economicactivity. These two subcategories are moreover characterized by entirelydifferent forms of

information-seeking behaviour.

It is also possible to speak of a third
category consisting of studies onthe use of new information products as exemplified by data banks and forms ofelectronic azcess to information.

These three categories are not mutually exclusive however.

We shall now briefly review each of these categories, mentioning someresearch findings, which are not to be regarded as exhaustive.

The institutional approach is perhaps more closely linked to traditionallibrary science, in which a great deal of research has been done on the use ofdifferent types of libraries.

For example, several studies have been made of the use of publiclibraries, particularly in English-speaking countries. Excellent surveys basedon the results of these studies have been published by Zweizig and Dervin(1)and also by Harris and Sodt(2).

Public library attendance rates may vary enormously depending on the way'public library use' and 'type of use' are defined. According to Zweizig andDervin the 'real' user visits a library at least once a month. On thisdefinition of use, library use rates vary beween 10 and 25 per cent, i.e.between 10 and 25 per cent of the total
population use public libraries. Ifthe scope of the definition is wider, for example if all those using a librarYat least once in the past year are considered as users, then library use ratesmay rise to 60 per cent. However, the sItuation varies enormously from oneregion to another and from one country to another. In a study conducted inFrance all individuals enrolled in a public library were considered as usersand accounted for 10 per cent of the total population(3).

The type of use observed also has an impact on library use rates. Ingeneral, studies have been concerned with the traditional - mainly leisure -use of libraries: visits to libraries, reading on the premises, bookborrowing, etc. The figures quoted above refer to this type of use. Zweizigand Dervin state that the use of libraries for information purposes is muchmore limited: less than 5 per cent of people mention the public library as asource in their search for inforuation of whatever kind, even though somestudies show that members of the public have considerable needs in this area.
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The factors most closely linked to a high library use rate are
educational level and socio-economic level (the two factors are generally
interrelated). Some studies also show that the typical public library user is
very socially active, with well-established reading habits.

It has also been observed that factors such as a greater variety of media
for carrying information, appropriate locations for libraries and longer
opening hours generally tend to increase public-library use.

According to Elia, the typical market for public libraries is composed of
three categories: actual users, non-users who are active readers and
'hard-core' non-users(4). The second group represent a promising market and
may fail to visit libraries solely as a result of ignorance or a
misunderstanding of their services.

.

The customers of university libraries constitute another much-studied
population. However most studies of the university environment are based on
specific institutions and, to the best of our knowledge, there (is no account
of the subject which summarizes the patterns observed. These patterns are
accually much more uniform than in the case of Dublic libraries as the
customers in educational establishments constitute a captive clientele.
Furthermore, each university has its own study and research programmes to
which the development of library services may be geared.

It is generally agreed, however, that there are three major types of
customer for uAiversity libraries: faculty, graduate students and
undergraduates. Rzasa and Moriarty show that these three types of customer
exhibit rather different forms of behaviour(5). Faculty tended to use the
library for their research and publications, graduates were looking for
material connected with a course, and undergraduates often visited the librarY
to work there with their own books. The types of documents used by these three
categories did not appear to be the same: faculty and graduates mainly used
periodicals while the others tended to restrict themselves to monographs,
probably because basic textbooks are the chief requirement at their level.

Research generally indicates a rather higli library use rate: in the study
by Rochard, 81 per cent of respondents said that they visited the library at
least once a month(6) and Ford mentions average weekly use rates of between 5
and 11 hours(7).

Some authors such as Malley(8) indicate that full-time and part-time
students sometimes exhibit different use patterns. Futas and Vidor(9) showed
in their study of library use by management students that full-time students
used three times as many journals as monographs, a proportion which was
completely reversed in the case of part-time students. According to the
authors the reason for this might be the inflexibility of the rules governing
the loan of periodicals.

School libraries are another context in which use patterns have been
studied, although to a lesser extent than in the first two contexts mentioned.
Bernhard summarizes the latest research on the subject and states that this
type of library is generally underused by both students and faculty(10). The
use made of them appears at present to be restricted to monographs.

The use of archive services also presents some special features, although
little research has yet been done on the subject. Delmas states that there are
two types of archive users who, in fact, correspond to the two possible
categories of archive service: the 'compiler/user' retrieving documents for
legal, fiscal and other administrative purposes from 'administrative archives'

$'4
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not open to the public and the 'reader/user' seeking information from'historical archives'(11). The first category mainly consists of managerswhile the second includes a sizeable percentage of historians and historystudents.

Taylor explains that the prime need of the archive user is to 'understandthe process' so that he can then make use of the collection that interestshim(12). The tension between archivist and the user stems mainly from theclassification scheme adopted for the collection, which generally depeneq onthe provenance of the collection.

Several studies have also been made of specialist libraries anddocumentation centres but the patterns observed relate more to the disciplinesin which the users concerned operate and therefore fit better into the secondcategory of research described below.

As we have already seen research on patterns based on spheres of activityis divided into two subcategories: studies relating to different disciplinesand studies relating to economic categories.
Discipline-oriented research hasestablished that there are three major types of behaviour, althoughconsiderable variation may sometimes be observed within each of these types.

Science (chemistry, engineering, informatics,physics, etc.) is undoubtedly the sector that hasexplosion of documentation because of the precarious
that srhere. More research has also been done on this

mathematics, medicine,
suffered most from the
nature of information in
group of customers.

It shows that the information which they require must be provided rapidlysince the time factor is particularly important for researchers in the puresciences(13). They mainly make use of journal articles - and less frequentlymonographs(14) - presumably because they are generally more up to date. Therehas been virtually no growth in the number of monographs published in the puresciences(15). On the other hand, underground
literature (reports, unpublishedtheses, etc.) appears to be in high demand(16). On the whole, it is estimatedthat people in the sector spend 20 to 25 per cent of their time looking forinformation - a figure which is quite

considerable(17).

Lastly, it should be pointed out that oral communication betweencontributors is very important: particularly telephone conversations andcontacts at scientific
conferences. Although this type of communication isinformal by its very nature it is generally conducted within well-definednetworks, which has given rise to the concept of 'invisible colleges'(18).Bornes points out that 'the marked preference for orally communicatedscientific information is basically due to its specific

characteristics whichmake it incomparable: it is, in fact, immediate, sifted, accessible andcomplete'(19).

It is much more difficult to delimit the social science sector than tbescience sector, even to the extent of identifying the subjects which itcovers. A study carried out by the International
Federation for Informationand Documentation makes mention of a Unesco document which includes in thissphere: anthropology, demography, law, education, ethnology and ethnography,geography, management, linguistics, psychology, political science, economicscience and sociology(20).

This field is in a state of constant change, and behaviour patternsincreasingly resemble those to be found in the pure sciences. At the same timeonly a limited amount of research has been carried out on this clientele whichappears to be 'ore concerned with books than its counterpart in the pure
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sciences(21). Monographs are apparently as much in demand as journals: Meyriat
states that 11 articles are cited for every 10 books whereas the ratio in the
sciences is 80 articles for every 10 books(22).

The type of information required in the social sciences is often
statistical, numeric, methodological or conceptual(23). It should also be
noted that a multidisciplinary approach appears to be of great importance in
that sector(24). The sector of the humanities compOses other subjects (arts,
history, languages and literature, philosophy, religious studies, etc.) in
which information-seeking behaviour patterns are generally quite different.
Time is much less important for these users and the documents they require are
not necessarily recent publications(25). This category also contains the
largest users of monographs. They are generally much more dependent on the
library or documentation centre, which fulfils the role of a laboratory for
them(26). They often consult very large numbers of documents and make regular
use of the inter-library loan service(27).

These users mostly adopt a much more individual approach, working alone
and carrying out their own bibliographical searches and reviews of the
literature, something which does not occur in the sciences and the social
sciences(28).

Research on information-seeking behaviour in relation to categories of
economic activity rather than disciplines has mainly been based on the
business firm.

Most authors agree that there are two types of information within a firm:
internal information, which is mainly used for management purposes, and
external information, which assists decision-making both on the management
side and on the scientific and technological side. White tries to establish a
certain typology for the transfer of information in a work context(29). In his
view the various information needs in a work context form a continuum running
from the very general to the very specific. He advances the theory, which has
not been proven however, that some departments in the firm need more general
information, which he refers to as 'strategic information', while others
require more specific information, which he calls 'operational information'.
Thus departments such as production or accounts need more general and internal
information as they are responsible for the day-to-day supervision of the
firm's operations. Departments such as marketing, on the other hand, (and one
might add R&D) are more likely to have need of strategic information because
their work is concerned with medium- and long-term planning.

In spite of a relatively high information requirement (one study has
shown that the search for information might occupy up to 32 rer cent of the
available time)(30), Trott emphasizes that there is no automatic reaction in
firms to approach the various existing information services(31). This point is
also confirmed by Slater(32). The problem could be a lack of awareness of the
services available, as attitudes towards information services seem to become
increasingly favourable with experience and lead to increasing use(33).

Another approach appears to be taking shape in relation to research on
information patterns. This is research on the use of the new technologies in
information-seeking behaviour.

Although the first data banks were developed at the very beginning of the
1960s, i.e. almost 30 years ago, they are apparently not being used to their
maximum potential(34). Several studies have tried to explain this resistance.
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The problem appears to be one of 'product distribution' linked to thedifficulties of using data banks (need for equipment and familiarity withinquiry software) and to the associated
cost problems: the idea of paying forinformation has not yet been generally accepted(35).

Moreover, as the presence of an intermediary is practically alwaysnecessary, the spread of data banks has generally been limited to universitylibraries (around 80 per cent according to the study by Wanger and Cuadra(36))and to certain specific sectors (law stock exchange, etc.). Hurych(37) andWinship(38) have described the situation in the university context. It appearsthat the patterns observed correspond quite closely to the general patterns ofinformation use analysed above under the various sectors of knowledge.Scientists are generally the biggest users of data banks,
particularly inmedicine. Next come the social sciences and then the humanities. This lastcategory of users still seem to be relatively uninterested in computers and aspecial effort must be made to persuade them to use data banks.

Graduates appear to be the category that makes most use of data banks,followed by faculty. A study conducted by the Association for ResearchLibraries states that over 40 per cent of university teachers in North Americahave already used data banks(39).

There appear to be fewer studies of the use of data banks in business. Itis possible, however, that they are used quite frequently when available:according to a recent survey conducted in France, some 60 per cent of theresearch staff at one institute had already made use of them(40). Managersmake much less frequent use of data banks, however, according to the study byFutas and Vidor who state that they were used by only 25 per cent of thegraduates of a certain management school(4l).

While all this research can provide managers with important informationabout information-seeking behaviour and thereby contribute to decision-making,it is still important for managers to realize that local studies takingaccount of the economic and social situation in each case will always be morerelevant. Module 3 explains how to carry out individual studies.

3.2.3 Key concepts for the study of information-seeking
behaviour

Familiarity with certain concepts relating to the communication ofinformation in information services is essential for a good understanding ofinformation-seeking behaviour. Several theories and models have been developedin this connection, and we shall examine a few of them without making anyclaims to providing an exhaustive account.

Thus the concept of information need merits close consideration bystudents of the marketing of information services. It is a much more complexnotion than is generally believed because of its quite intangible character.But the need for information is as vital as the need to eat and drink, evenfor ordinary citizens: '...individuals want to control their ownenvironments. In a modern society such as ours, information is essential tothat control. Without information, the individual cannot seek effective helpor correct abuses, benefit from the protection and services the governmentoffers, or get the most from his resources'(42).

Research on the need for information shows that it is hierarchical,somewhat as in Maslow's general theory of need.s. Indeed, there would seem tobe several levels of information needs depending on the individual's awarenessof those needs. Totterdell and Bird(43) haveeshown that there is firstly an'expressed' need which corresponds to a conscious need and generally leads toa request; a 'non-expressed' need corresponding to a need which is felt butwhich has not been properly expressed; and a 'non-activated' need whichcorresponds to a latent need of the individual.

35
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As it is the job of information specialists to satisfy all of these needs
they must be extremely vigilant in deto.cting needs belonging to the second and
third categories.

Familiarity with the concept of information_ transfer is also important
for the effective marketing of information services. Brenda Dervin has
undoubtedly produced one of the fullest, clearest and the most articulate
descriptions(44). Her diagram of the barriers to inf:+rmation transfer
(Fig. 3.5) has become a classic. She begins by defining four essential
elements in information transfer: the individual seeking information on
documentation, the expression of his need, the sources of information and the
result of the process, that is to say, the solution or solutions whict satisfy
the need. Dervin's diagram is universally relevant and may be applied to all
information services including archives, where the presence of such barriers
has also been observed by Hobert(45) and Taylor(46).

Dervin identifies six barriers to information transfer between each of
these four elements. The first barri.r has to do with the difficulty of
defining the information needs concerned. It arises between the individual and
his actual information needs. As we have already explained, people find it
difficult to express their information needs clearly.

A second barrier may also stand between the individual and the
information sources. For example, the individual may not be aware that this
information source or sources exist. He may be intimidated by the staff of the
institutions who could provide him with an answer. Excessive bureaucracy
within the institution that is the information source may also impair the
efficiency of information treasfer. It may also be the case that there are
quite simply no information sources available. The third barrier between the
individual and the actual solutions to his problems may be an intellectual
one: e.g., he may lack the education enabling him to understand the
information with which he has been provided. In any case, as Dervin
emphasizes, the best educated people are generally the best informed. The
barrier may also be psychological: for example, the individual, because of
some block, may be unable to accept that the information provided will solve
his problem or, in a state of despair, he may believe that las problem has no
solution.

The fourth barrier stands between information needs and the information
source. It relates to the capacity of information sources to satisfy needs in
an acceptable manner and within an acceptable time period. For various reasons
an information source may fail to interpret the information need correctly or
may be ineffective in supplying its services.

The fifth barrier is positioned between information needs and possible
solutions. For example, the information itself or the information services may
appear to be inaccessible. In fact, the information wculd be available in most
cases were it not for certain imponderable social, economic or political
factors that affect the organization of services or even their availability.
If no services are available or if the services provided are incomplete, it is
unlikely that the solutions requtred will be found.

3
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Figure 3.5: Diaaram by Dervin

The last potential barrier is located between the 'information sources andthe solutions to information needs and problems. It basically concerns thequality of the information provided and the reliability of the sources. Erroris human and information is inevitably provided which is false andconsequently does not solve the problem or leads only to a partial solation.Dervin's diagram enables us to comprehend the full complexity of theinformation transfer process. A certain grasp of this process is essential forthe application of marketing to information services.

The concept of the satisfaction of information needs is another essentialpotion for the marketing of information organizations. This tern must alwaysbe used with care for, as research has shown, there is a tendency to jump tothe conclusion that user needs have been satisfied. As we have already shown,information needs are very difficult to evaluate and such evaluations arecarried out with varying degrees of thoroughness.

In some cases there may also be what is known as a 'halo effect', whichinduces customers to express a measure of satisfaction with the servicewhereas they have not really been satisfied. They may indeed find it difficultto assess the quality of the services provided and to allow in theirevaluation for the other services they might have obtained but did not in factobtain. One also finds that when users have to bear the cost of informationthemselves they naturally become more critical.

For these reasons, it should never be too readily assumed that the aim ofsatisfying users' information needs has been achieved.
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3.2.4 Suggested reading

Faibisoff, S., and Ely, D., 'Information and information needs', Information
reports and bibliographies, V.5, 1976, No. 5, pp. 2-16.

Hurych, J., 'After Bath: Scientists, social scientists and humanists in the
context of online searching', Journal of Academic Librarianship, V.12, 1986,
No. 3, pp. 158-165.

Lovelock, C.H., and Weinberg, C.B., Marketing for public and non-profit
managers, New York, Wiley, 1984. Chapter 4: Understanding consumer behaviour.

Kotler, P., Marketing for non-Profit organizations, Englewood Cliffs (N.J.),
Prentice-Hall, 2nd ed., 1982. Chapter 10: Consumer analysis.

Van Slype, G., Conception et gestion_des systemes documentaires, Paris,
Editions d'organisation, 1977. Chapitre 2: Psychosociologie du transfert des
conneissances.

Vickety, B.C., et al., Information science in theory and practice, London,
Butterworths, 1987. Chapter 2: A social approach to information. Chapter 4:
People and information.

3.2.5 Evaluation exercise

To show the existence of different information patterns as between
various contexts, it is suggested that real cases be presented to the
students. One interesting method is to invite professionals working in

different contexts into the classroom. They would briefly describe the typical
features of their users, and students could then join in, asking questions and
comparing the information supplied in class with the account provided by the
professionals.

With regard to the key concepts, an objective test may also be employed
to check Dervin's theories (see Annex II).
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3.3 MODULE 3: Marketing research

GENERAL OBJECTIVE:

To provide students with an introduction to conducting marketing research.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

On completion of this module, the student should be in a position to:

1. define marketing research;

2. describe the stages in the preparation of marketing research;

3. explain the principle methods of data collection and their specific
characteristics;

4. explain the principle and main methods of sampling.

3.3.1 Marketing research

In the definition quoted in Module 1, Serraf explains that marketing
involves three stages: research, strategy and action. The last two constitute
what Justeau calls the 'operational phase' of marketing, i.e. the stage when
decisions are made and the stage when action is taken. But these two stages
must be preceded by a 'functional phase' involving the collection of the
information that will be used to establish the strategies and plans of
action(1). The first stage in this process, then, must be to collect certain
information about the market, about customers, about the environment, etc. so
as to make for a more effective exchange with the public. This first stege is
called marketing research.

Some managers forget about marketing research or assume that they are
already familiar with the needs of the market. Nothing could be more
dangerous. As Coffman emphasizes, research is central to - not to say a vital
prerevisite for - marketing: 'If you aren't doing - and using - research, you
aren't doing marketing. It's as simple as that. Research is to marketing as
the senses are to the human body: inseparable, inherent, and indispensable'(2).

Marketing research takes a number of forms. Twedt has established a
typology Jn the basis of a survey carried out in 1978(3). The first category
covers sales and market research, which virtually all firms surveyed say they
carry out. This includes consumer research designed to identify consumer
needs and define the market more accurately. The second category covers
studies of products, particularly research on the creation and acceptance by
consumers of new products. Next come economic analysis and strateRic
research, i.e. everything to do with prices and income forecasts. A fourth
category covers advertisinR research: measurement of the effectiveness of
campaigns, media research, etc. Lastly, Twedt's fifth category covers studies
of the responsibility of the firm, in particular its impact and that of its
products on the environment, together with studies of consumers' rights.

Thus marketing research goes beyond the traditional market study, which
is much more restrictive and is limited to studies of customers. Kotler
defines marketing research in the following way: 'Marketing research is the
systematic design, collection, analysis, and reporting of data and findings
relevant to a specific marketing situation or problem facing an
organization'(4). And the following definition is given in a book concerned
with mark.ting research: 'The process whereby the information necessary for
decision-makirg in marketing is generated'(5).

-1 2
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3.3.2 The Preparation of marketing research

The cost of marketing research is often advanced as an excuse for notdoing any. However there are several ways of overcoming this problem, asBarry Smith points out(6). For example, resources may be pooled and costsshared by operating on a network basis: several public libraries have alreadyadopted this approach. Units within large public or private organizations -such as the research centre or computer service of a university or of thecompany to which the information service is attached - can also make use ofthe internal resources often available without incurring additional expense.In some countries
government agencies also operate subsidy schemes (e.g. jobcreation) which could take in marketing research projects.

Proper preparation is essential for assessing the cost of marketingresearch. Manager3 must first decide who is to carry out the study: will theyuse their own staff or hire a consultant? If they decide to allocate internalresources they will have to devote a considerable amount of time and energy tothe project. Public organizations may call on the assistance of volunteers,at least for the data gathering operation.

If the managers decide to hire an outside consultant they must exercisecaution. A marketing researcher who is not thoroughly familiar withinformation services could easily fail to address the problem: we have seen inthe previous module that the definition of user information needs is adifficult and complex matter. Whatever the case, managers should realize thatthey must become involved in the project, particularly in the definition ofthe basic problems and of the aims and objectives of the study. They willalso need a basic knowledge of methodology so that they can conductdiscussions with the consultant and exercise a certain level of control overthe project.

The stages in marketing research proper are the same as in the scientificapproach. Firstly, there is the identification of the problem, that is tosay, the reason why the study is being undertaken. This involves defining themajor problems facing the information service - problems that it hopes tosolve by adopting a marketing approach. The approach generally suggested isby means of questions. For example: why does library use stagnate at around20 per cent of the population? Which segments of the market make no use ofdata banks? Why not? How can a specific segment be reached?

Marketing research may be carried out on either a continuous or anoccasional basis. Large information services (with 100 or more employees) maybe able to afford a research department which.examines marketing problems on acontinuous basis. Such a department could, for example, plan market studiesevery three years with additional studies to be conducted annually. This is,of course, an ideal situation. Smaller centres must find an alternative,which usually involves making do with occasional studies - for example, totest a new product under development or to take a decision about a proposedchange in customer services.

The second stage, a review of the literature, involves an examination ofthe relevant available information from the standpoint of methodology and alsoin terms of the data collected, which is described as 'secondary'. The firstthing to do is to look at similar studies carried out in the past on the samesubject in order to see what type of methodology may be employed. Studiesmay, moreover, already have been carried out on the target population, and itwould be extremely useful to consult their results in order to obtain aninitial idea about the market in question, what has already been establishedand what remains to be done.
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Figure 3.6: The staRes in marketing research

1. Identification of the problem

2. Review of the literature

3. Formulation of objectives

4. Selection of methodology

5. Data collection

6. Data analysis and drafting of report

After this stage, managers will be in a position to formulate accurately
the obiectiyes of their study. These objectives will determine the variables
to be measured. They may also be expressed as hypotheses, i.e. in the form of
answers to questions which must be tested. For example: executives use the
documentation centre more often than engineers or technicians. Or: opening
the library two evenings per week would increase its use by 10 per cent. It
is then clear precisely which questions must be asked.

The following stage involves defininR the methodology: choosing a method
of data collection and a sampling plan (see following pages).

Next comes the actual data gathering operation.

Lastly, the data mu.t be analysed and the report drafted in a style which
will enable the data collected to be used.

3.3.3 Types of research

The choice of methodology in marketing research generally depends on the
advantages sought, havinf due regard for the nature of the problems posed and
the physical context of the study. Certain methodologies do offer specific
advantages: some are more economic while others may be quicker. The most
appropriate will be chosen according to circumstances.

Perrien, Cheron and Zins identify three major types of marketing
research: exploratory, causal and descriptive. These types of research
correspond to a number of data-gathering methods(7).

Exploratory research is rarely conclusive. It generally steers the
researcher in the direction of a more exhaustive study. However, in the
context of information services, managers must often make do with this type of
research because of a lack of resources.

This type of research is, in fact, associated with data-gathering methods
which are cheap and relatively simple to apply: the use of secondary data and
case-studies.

Secondary data may actually be of great value. It may take the form of
information from within the organization, such as sales figures or rates for
the use of a service. A worsening market situation may sometimes be redressed
by carefully scrutinizing this information. External secondary data can be
supplemented by internal information. This may be survey data produced by
someone else about the organization and/or its environment or data from major
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national statistical organizations(8). Such data may be ueed to define amarket, to identify customers, to select a target public, etc.

The case-studies generally come down to informal meetings with current orpotential customers. This is a non-quantitative method and statisticalanalysis is therefore not possible.

Although exploratory research often introduces an element of subjectivityit can, at least, pave the way for a more substantial study subsequently.

The purpose of causal research is to establish the cause-and-effectrelationship between the variables affecting a marketing situation. Unlikethe exploratory approach, it employs very sophisticated types of methodologyincluding experimental methods. Andreasen has pointed out how thismethodology could be used in the information field to measure theeffectiveness of different advertising strategies for a new collection ofvideo cassettes in a public library(9). In the example he quotes, theprocedure involves identifying three themes for an advertising campaign (thepleasure to be gained from viewing video cassettes, the low cost of borrowingthem, and the wide range of the collection). Three leaflets developing thesethemes are then prepared and sent to different target publics. The aim is todiscover whether certain themes have a greater impact than others on aspecific target public and, as each leaflet includes a reply coupon, one needonly count the number of coupons returned by each group.

Little use has so far been made of causal research in the informationfield. It can, however, be employed in all types of services includingarchive services as Holmes shows in his study on the various methods for thestorage of archives and the preferences of different types of users(10).

The sophisticated statistical methods of the causal approach provide away not only of determining the current situation but also of forecastingthose configurations that would improve the effectiveness of informationservices.

Descriptive research is the commonest type of research in informationservices, particularly for the identification of customer needs. Theprofessional literature abounds with interesting cases.

As its name indicates, the purpose of this type of research is todescribe a marketing situation. Darmon, Laroche and Pétrov state that thereare two main methods of data gathering for this type of research:observational methods and methods involving communication with the subjects inthe data-gathering process(11).

Observation is the most elementary method for gathering primary data. Ittakes the form, simply, of recording the presence of absence of specific formsof behaviour. For example, this method may be employed to establish the usemade of a library catalogue, by recording manually or automatically the numberof people who consult it over a given period. The technique is limited,however, inasmuch as the form of behaviour measured must be of short durationand occasional. Wilson and Streatfield have however shown that a form ofhighly structured observation may be very effective and produce interestingresults as it provides a complete and frequently more accurate picture of agiven situation(12). Of those methods that involve communication withsubjects, the questionnaire is certainly one of the best information-gatheringtools. le may take different forms: diaries to be completed by the subject,personal interviews, interviews by telephone or by correspondence.

The diary method is not yet very common in the information field. Davismentions its advantages and disadvantages(13). It involves asking the users
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of an information system to note down their information-seeking behaviour in a
diary: use of catalogues, indexes, data banks, etc. Although this method is
very economical, the co-operation of the subject is absolutely vital and that
is not always easy to obtain.

The personal interview is more common. It quite simply involves meeting
the customers (actual or potential) fact to face. This type of
information-gathering is more widespread, although there arg several
difficulties associated with it(14). The market must be geographically
limited, otherwise a large sample will be required and that would increase the
cost of the market study. Moreover, the experts agree that interviewers must
possess certain skills and have received special training in order to be
effective and not bias the results.

Figure 3.7: The different types of marketing research

1. Exploratory research:

- secondary data

case-studies

2. Causal research:
(experimental)

3. Descriptive research:

observation (loosely or highly structured)

questionnaire:

- diaries

- personal inveIviews

- group interviews

telephone interviews

by correspondence

Nevertheless the interview also has several advantages. It is a more
flexible method and makes for a survey in greater depth. It can be used with
all types of clienteles, including children and illiterates. Moreover, the
interview generally produces a better response rate than is achieved with
other methods of information gathering(15).

Different types of interviews are used in marketing. They may be
conducted on an individual or group basis. The individual interview may be
relatively simple but can also be used to identify the deep motivation of
customers. In the latter case it is usually loosely structured. Projective
techniques may also be employed, that is methods in which various stimuli are
presented to subjects so that their behaviour may be analysed on the basis of
their reactions. A similar approach was used in Toronto to discover the
preferences of users with regard to the layout and decoration of libraries
before fixing the plans for the construction of a new public library branch.

,1G
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Interviews may also be carried out with groups of eight or 12 people.This approach requires an experienced organizer but sometimes producessurprising results. The group then becomes 'the projected face ofsociety'(16) and the interactions between individuals provide information noless relevant than the answers given by those taking part. Di Giambattistadescribes the use of this method for college libraries(17).

The telephone interview is an increasingly popular method for obtaininginformation, at least in the developed countries. It shares several of theadvantages of the personal interview and of the printed questionnaire: arelatively high response rate and speed of execution as well as minimaloperating costs. Only a limited number of questions are possible however, forthe interview ceases to be efficient if it lasts more than 5-10 minutes. Thereare also serious sampling problems in some cases, for example when theinterviewees have no telephone or their number is confidential.

Lastly, the gathering
of information by correspondence is still the mostcommonly employed method for marketing research in the field ofinformation(18). The main advantages of the method are as follows: it ischeap since large scattered samples may be used; it may be anonymous; itguarantees an identical stimulus for all respondents; it enables the maximumamount of information to be collected with a minimum of time and effort; and,lastly, the questionnaire is completed by the m.lbject in person at the timewhich he or she considers most convenient.

On the other hand, this method also has several disadvantages: therespondents must be able to read, the choice of answers is generally limitedexcept for open-ended questions (which are not advisable in this case as theycreate problems with regard to the classification of answers), and theresponse rate is often very low. The response rate may be boosted however byusing certain techniques: a proper letter of introduction, professionalpresentation, facilities for the return of the questionnaire, principle ofrewarding respondents, reminders, etc.

Each of these methods has its advantages and its special characteristics,and marketing researchers must select the method best suited to theircontext. For even greater effectivehess, it is worth combining thesedifferent methods: for example, a questionnaire sent by post plus in-depthinterviews with some of those replying to the questionnaire. This willprovide a clearer interpretation of the situation to the inevitable benefit ofthe resulting strategies.

3.3.4 Sampling

Sampling is a particularly useful technique in marketing research as itenables researchers to discover the configuration of the total market on thebasis of a tiny fraction of the whole. They can thus save much time andeffort while still obtaining a fairly accurate picture of the situation.

However, the sampling process must conform to certain clearly-definedrules if it is to be effective.
Scientific sampling is based on the notion ofchance: in order to be representative of a total population a sample must beselected as nearly as possible on a random basis. Otherwise the laws ofprobability which underpin the notion of chance and scientific sampling willnot ensure that the sample is well and truly representative.

There are several types of sampling, the simplest of which, but also theleast scientific, is undoubtedly accidental sampling. The researcheremploying this method, which is certainly economical, need only take upposition at any one spot and select the individuals who appear in order tocarry out the research. Pure chance plays little part in this technique and
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the information gathered must be treated with great caution. Nevertheless, it
enables useful information to be collected cheaply. For example, a university
library may collect a certain amount of information about students'
appreciation of its services at the student cafeteria. The views expressed
cannot, however, be considered as exhaustive. The same will apply to a public
library whose managers collect opinions about their services in a shopping
centre: the picture of the market that emerges will be incomplete and will
doubtless reflect no more than a specific category of actual End potential
users.

Greater accuracy may be introduced by combining this method with the
so-called quota method which involves the establishment of quotas
corresponding to known features of the population concerned. For example, if
70 per cent of the students in a university are known to be male, then the
accidental sample could be limited to 70 men and 30 women. Larger numbers of
more complex factors could, of course, be used in establishing these quotas.
The sample thus obtained will be more representative of the population, but
there will be no certainty of it being perfect.

Much use is made of 'purposive' samples in commercial marketing,
particularly in order to test new products. For example, a town which is
fairly representative of the entire market is selected and products are tested
there. This method may be applied to the information field by selecting a
group made up of what are considered to be, for example, typical users of data
banks and treating them as a representative sample. Their behaviour may then
be observed or they may be issued with questionnaires. In this case too,
however, the representativeness of the sample cannot be guaranteed even
although interesting results will certainly be obtained.

FiRure 3.8: Principal forms of sampling

1. Accidental

2. By quota

3. Targeted

4. Random

5. Stratified

In order to be truly random and therefore scientifically representative,
a sampling operation must ensure that all individuals in a population have an
equal chance of being included in the sample. As we have seen, this is not a
feature of the methods described above.

This condition is best met by using a complete list of the population
targeted by the study. Drawing names from a hat is still the best way of
ensuring that a genuinely random choice is made from among the subjects. If
the population is too large for such an operation to be feasible, a perfectly
representative sample may be guaranteed by using a list of random numbers in
order to select individuals (19).

Even greater effectiveness may be achieved by employing more
sophisticated techniques such as stratified sampling: this Involves the
preliminary subdivision of the population under study so as to ensure that
perfect representativeness is maintained fo each category. Thus, in a study

C
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of the population served by several public libraries, the various communitieswould be divided before sampling into large, medium-sized and small. Thesubjects would then be selected at random within each subgroup rather thanwithin the total population, thus ensuring overall representativeness and alsorepresentativeness at every level.

This method resembles quota sampling, which was mentioned above, but itis quite different in the sense that subjects are selected on a purely randombasis whereas in quota sampling they are selected 'by accident'.

The size of samples is something which many people wonder about: it mayvary greatly, depending on the level of accuracy required. This mattPr isdealt with in detail in many books to which the reader is referred.

It must, however, be emphasized that administrative
considerations oftentake precedence in marketing and the size of the sample is determined by thebudget that is available. The researcher will quite simply select the largestsample possible, in the knowledge that costs increase with the size of thesample but that results become correspondingly more reliable.

Some people believe that there is no need to make use of a sample if thepopulation is small, say around 200 subjects. This is not true. Samplingmakes respondents aware of their responsibilities, whereas a study of anentire population detracts from the importance of the entire operation: in thefirst case, respondents are more likely to co-operate as they are __,:orded acertain degree of importance, while in the second case they do not considertheir contribution to be essential; 'as the others will take care of it'.Sampling, then, usually produces a better rate of response.

3.3.5 After the data has been collected

Data compilation will require a fair amount of time, depending upon themethods employed. Specific questions are generally best as they enable thecompilation to be carried out rapidly. When the questions are open-ended,each line of the answers must be read, and possibly 'translated', which mayalso lead to distortion.

Once the questionnaires have been gone through, automatic methods of dataprocessing may be employed. Highly satisfactory sets of software exist forthis operation, such as the 'Statistical Package for the Social Sciences',which is available in versions compatible with several types ofmicro-computer(20). Cheaper and less powerful software, such as 'Statistix',which nevertheless provides simple, effective and rapid processing, is alsoavailable for smaller-scale operations(21).

As the information collected is intended for decision-making, thedrafting of the research report is most important.

In general, the rule is to concentrate on essentials and avoid gettinglost in detail. The most important thing is to mention whatever may affectdecision-making. For example, what are the peak hours at the documentationcentre? Which services or data banks are most used? What is the level ofsatisfaction? Which potential customers do not use the service?

A good report is generally drafted in an impersonal style and in anobjective manner. The use of the first person should be avoided. Valuejudgements should also be avoided and statements should be supported whereverpossible by appropriate quotations or references to other authors with anestablished reputation.

42'41
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Precise recommendations may also be made on the basis of the observed
facts: a recommendation to hire more staff, to change the lines along which
the collection is developing, to improve communication with certain segments
of the market, to adjust prices for data banks, etc.

Research in the information field too often has only a limited impact on
decision-making, which casts doubt on its usefulness. The link between
research and planning is not always obvious. Yet research has an important
role to play in planning, and adopting the approach outlined above when
drafting the report will increase the likelihood of the results being
accepted. They will then have a greater chance of being applied, provided, of
course, that the entire marketing research process has been carried cut in
accordance with standard proceduree,

3.3.6 Suggested reading

Kotler, P., Marketing for nonprofit organizations, Englewood Cliffs (N.J.),
Prentice-Hall, 2nd ed., 1982. Chapter 6: Marketing information and research.

Lovelock, C.H., and Weinberg, C,B., Marketing for public and nonprofit
managers, New York, Wiley, 1984. Chapter 6: Marketing research.

Busha, C., and Harter, S.P., Research methods in librarianship. Techniques
and interpretation, New York, Academic Press, 1980. Chapter 3: Survey research
in librarianship.

Perrien, J., et al. Recherche en marketingi méthodes et decisions, Chicoutimi,
Gaetan Morin editeur (diff. Paris: Editions Eska S.A.R.L.), 1983. Chapter 1:
Le rale et la réalité de la recherche en marketing. Chapter 2: La méthodologie
de la recherche en marketing. Chapter 4: Le questionnaire. Chapter 7:

Methodes d'échantillonnage.

Andreasen, A.R., 'Advancing library marketing', Journal of Library
Administration, V.1, 1980, No.3, p. 17-32.

3.3.7 Evaluation exercise

One interesting exercise which students might be asked to perform would
be to draw up, preferably in writing, the objectives for a possible piece of
marketing research. They could also be asked to devise various hypotheses.

In order to help students grasp the importance of well-designed
questionnaires, they could be asked to improve a 'bad' one (Annex III). This
exercise may be carried out individually and in writing or else by groups of
4-7 in the form of a discussion lasting 30-45 minutes. Kotler also suggests
this approach in his book and pruvides an example of such a questionnaire
(Marketing for nonprofit organizations, 1982, p. 161).

In order to demonstrate the impottance of chance and of the number of
subjects in the sampling process, an attempt might be made to calculate the
average age of the students in the class (if the number is quite large) by
using different types of samples corresponding to the models presented in
class. The most accurate sample should be the one which is most random
(drawing names out of a hat) and is based on the largest number of subjects.
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3.4 MODULE 4: The marketinx mix - supply

GENERAL OBJECTIVE:

To teach students how to identify the components in the mix that
constirate the supply.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

On completion of this module, the student should be in a position to:

1. understand the various implications of
marketing of information services;

the 'product' mix for the

2. understand the various implications of
the marketing of information services;

the 'distribution' mix for

3. understand the various implications of
marketing of information servicJs;

the 'staff' mix for the

4. understand the various implications of
marketing of information services.

the 'price' mix for the

3.4.1 Analysis of the suplav

After studying the market demand for their information services, managers
must define what they can and should offer their customers. Marketing means
adapting to the needs of the market and not foisting upon it a product thought
to be useful to it. This stage provides an opportunity to analyse the various
elements of the marketing mix related to the product and the conditions under
which it is to be supplied: its price and distribution and the staff concerned.

As explained above, the marketing mix is the set of ingrediens which
make up the marketing strategy, the aim of which is to maximize the
satisfaction of customer needs. It must not be forgotten, however, that all
these elements are interdependent. A strategy which is based on an excelledt
product supplied at an unsatisfactory price is doomed to failure even if the
other elements in the mix are properly calculated. The ingredients must
produce a smooth mix, working together to create an effective strategy. Each
element in the mix is itself composed of sub-elements which form a mix: there
is, therefore, a 'product' mix, a 'distribution' mix, a 'communication' mix,
etc.

The precise configuration of each of these elements and sub-elements will
be worked out on the basis of the results of marketing research. The
information obtained about customer needs, tastes, behaviour and preferences
will provide the necessary basis for a proper product analysis and for taking 4.0
the right strategic decisions.

3.4.2 The Product

As Lovelock and Weinberg point out, the word 'product' is one of the key
terms in the vocabulary of marketing. It refers to the overall output of an
organization: goods, services and activities(1). Chirouze provides the
following definition: 'From the marketing standpoint, a product is a set of
material and intangible elements fulfilling a practical and a prestige
function, which the consume, 1:anto for the services it provides and its
capacity to satisfy needs'(2).
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The product concept is therefore very wide and inclusive. One commonmistake in marketing which almost always leads to failure is to define theproduct too narrowly. This danger has been clearly described by Levitt whorefers to it as 'marketing myopia'. He civos as an example the railways inNorth America which apparently declined because they had a very limited viewof their product: 'rail transport' in relation to transport in general(3). Thedeciding factor in t.ompetition between products is today very often theiradded value, which has to do with the market's
perception of the product, itspackaging and the psychological values which it incorporates, etc.

Kotler distinguishes three levels in the concept of a product: thetangible, core and augmented levels(4).

The tangible _product is the level which is perceived directly by thecustomer. The obvioua examples in information services are books or physicaldocuments.

The core product is the essential benefit obtained by the customer.Examples of this would be the information supplied by documentation centres orinformation brokers, the leisure activities provided by public libraries, orthe knowledge and learning which may be obtained by consulting a universitylibrary or archive service.

The augmented product covers the advantages perceived by the customer whopurchases a product, for example the quality and objectivity of the inform-ation provided by a reputable documentation service. The whole question of thebrand image which an organization should develop for its various products islinked to this level. There may also be certain disadvantages associated withthe use of a particular product and this becomes obvious when a product iscompared with its rivals. Smith gives as an example the sometimes interminablejourneys of public library users in search of documents: they must pinpointthe library, go there, find a parking place, find the title in the catalogueand then on the shelves possibly asking for assistance from the staff, showproof of their identity in order to join and borrow the documents, etc(5).

Figure 3.9: The different levels in the concept of a product
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Figure 3.10: Lines and ranRes of Productp_in information services
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As well as the various product levels managers must also take account of
the lines and ranges of products which are to be supplied.

/4. line of Products is the totality of products of a single type offered
by an organization. Examples would be the various types of document available
from an information service: monographs, periodicals, films, microfichco, etc.

The range of products comprises all the product lines offered by the
organization, for example the various documents, customer services and
research services. Figure 3.10 illustrates some possibilities for an
information service.

Lastly, managers must realize that products are not immutable. Mnrketing
experts refer to a product's life cycle. Products pass through various stages
characterized by different levels of market acceptance. The first is the
product introduction phase. At that point, the product is unknown to the
public and a special effort must be made to advertise it, as happened vith
CD-ROM when it first appeared in 1985-1986.

The second stage in the product's life cycle is a growth phase during
which the product achieves a wider distribution. An example which comes to
mind is that of the home microcomputer during the period when sales increased
rapidly. One feature of this stage is the levelopment of competition: few
organizations will be supplying the same product at this stage but as it gains
in popularity others will wish to do so.
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Figure 3,11: The life cYcle of a product
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The third stage is that of maturity. The level of sales stabilizes andcompetition leads to a price war which helps to lower the purchase price ofthe product. Paperbacks are a type of book product
which reached this stagesome time ago.

The period of maturity is eventually followed by a period of decline: newrival products appear, customer preferences alter and fashion changes. Theblack-and-white television set is an example of a product which is currentlyin decline in the West. Some people would say that the book as an tnformationmedium is another product which has entered its period of decline and willevetually be replaced by other (essentially
audio-visual and computerized)media, although this remains to be seen.

There are, however, no rules for establishing the life of a product orthe duration of each phase in its life cycle. Some products experience rapidgrowth while others take years to reach maturity. Some enjoy a period ofmaturity which lasts for decades, while others meet a tragic end shortly afterreaching that stage. It is the outside environment which decides, and it isthe task of managers to monitor the development of their products byconducting marketing research.

The concept of the product life cycle suggests that products die and mustbe replaced by others. When one of their products is discarded by the market,managers must therefore react by creating new products. Certain guidelinesmust also be observed in this process of product creation in order to meet theneeds of customers.

The creation of a new product is usually said to involve eight stages(6).The first stage is a search for ideas, which involves the generation of asmany ideas as possible both inside and outside the organization with the aimof turning them into products or services. A natural way for informationspecialists to collect ideas about what is going on elsewhere is toparticipate in professional
conferences and read the professional literature.
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Techniques such as brain-storming, involving group discussions, are also
useful in helping to generate ideas. Documentation centres and libraries often
employ user suggestion boxes, which can also yield interesting ideas for new
products or services.

The second stage involves sifting the ideas collected and picking out the
best of them. Each idea is then analysed from a marketing standpoint,
preferably by several people using systematic methods such as assessment grids.

The next task is to define the concept of the product. The ideas selected
during the previous stage are evaluated on the basis of different criteria of
the success of the product: Who is it for? What are its advantages in
comparison with its rivals? What will it actually look like? This analysis
usually produces several concepts. Thompson describes this stage clearly in
his article on the creation of a new product for a documentation centre which
had adopted the idea of a new data bank to meet user needs more
effectively(7). Definition of the concept xeant deciding what form the data
bank would take. There were several options with regard to content and form:
the structure, method of indexing, interrogation and access facilities, mode
of distribution, etc. These various elements are determined at the concept
definition stage.

Figure 3.12: Stages in the creation of a product

1. Search for ideas

2. Sifting of ideas

3. Concept definition

4. Economic and commercial analysis

5. Strategy

6. Product development

7. Product tests

8. Product launch

The next stage involves the economic and commercial analysis of the
concept that has been adopted. An effort must be made to discover whether the
product is viable - whether it will achieve a sufficient level of
profitability to justify the cost of developing, publicizing and producing it.

It is then necessary to define the marketing strategy for the new
product, i.e. to decide how it will combine with the other elements in the
mix. What is to be its selling price? H w will it be distributed? How will it
be advertised? What staff will be necessary?

Once the strategy has been defined, the product itself, and all that
accompanies it, must be developed. If the product is a technical one such as
a data bank it must first be physically produced. The ground must then be
prepared for the use of the product: this includes the hiring and/or training
of staff and the purchase of the necessary equipment.
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The products are then tested. It is essential to discover exactly howcustomers will react to the new product. Various techniques are available(8).

The last stage is the product launch. The launch must be carefullyprepared as a poorly launched product may easily fail.

The product is thus an important component of the marketing strategy asit is central to the exchange between the organization and the market and is,in a sense, the 'primary level' of response to customers' needs.

3.4.3 Distribution

Lovelock and Weinberg define distribution as the various means availablefor providing customers with access to 'the right product at the right timeand the right place'(9). Product distribution structures must therefore bedevised to match the habits and behaviour of the groups of target customers.

Direct access to the product is particularly important. In thisconnection, the example of public libraries is especially interesting as theyhave so long resisted the operation of the law of least effort on the part oftheir users by adopting effective distribution strategies based on branchlibraries and bookmobiles. The population served by a public library mayindeed pose distribution problems when it is scattered over too large an area.It has also been proved that the use of library services is affected by thedistance of the customers from the library(10).

Data banks are another interesting example of the distribution ofinformation products. Unlike libraries attached to institutions whichdistribute their services dilectly to their customers, data banks distributetheir information through a system resembling distribution networks forphysical goods. Data bank producers generally use an on-line host, usually acommercial organization which acts as a distributor for several data banks(e.g.: Dialog). With few exceptions on-line hosts have not so far managed toestablish direct contacts with their customers(11). They have been obliged togo through intermediaries who are either information brokers or, in mostcases, libraries. Figure 3.13 illustrates this data-bank d4stribution process.

PRODUCER

Figure 2.13: Data-bank distribution process

ON-LINE
HOST

On-line hosts would certainly like to contact their customers directly asthat would provide them with a broader commercial base. But their ambitionshave so far been curtailed by the complexity and diversity of the querylanguages and the purchase cost of the necessary hardware. In future, on-linehosts may be 'technically' able to distribute their product directly withoutintermediaries with the advent of expert systems and the lowering of equipmentcosts. However, they will still have to weigh the pros and cons of such astrategy. For the mode of distribution has a direct impact on marketingcommunication strategies. Hitherto on-line hosts have mainly establishedcontact with a small group of purchasers: the middlemen. If they adopt astrategy of direct distribution to the consumer they will have to cope withmuch higher advertising costs and check by means of appropriate market testswhether such efforts would be really worth while.
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Distribution is also a matter of access over time. The service must be
available when the customer needs it. University libraries, for example, must
adopt opening hours that correspond to students' work habits: opening in the
evenings, if necessary, and extending their hours during examination periods.
The same applies to local libraries: it would be unreasonable to limit the
opening hours of public librzries to the hours of 9 to 5 from Monday to Friday
as that is the time when a large percentage of their customers are working.

Lovelock and Weinberg also state that the distribution of a product may
be affected by the environment(12). Thus, a documentation centre concealed in
a dusty, cluttered second basement would find it very difficult to distribute
its services even if it was very effective. The user often assesses the
quality of the service on the basis of the surroundings and tends not to
revisit unwelcoming premises.

Technical and/or technological resources may be employed for the purpose
of distribution. The increasing use of the telephone in information services
has made distribution more efficient as the customer does not have to move
around. Some American public libraries have even set up an automatic 24-hour
answering service which maximizes distribution at little cost.

Some information gervices also employ rapid methods of document delivery:
Freeman and O'Connel explain how their strategy for the distribution of
biomedical information was greatly improved when they abandoned traditional
postal services for express courier services(13).

The development of networks and new technologies is also bringing about
considerable changes in the distribution parameters of information products:
facsimile, electronic mail and even the use of satellites(14) are now offering
managers promising new methods for the distribution of information.

3.4.4 Staff

As we have already said in Module 1, the treatment of staff as a separate
component in the marketing mix is relatively recent. None the less, most
marketing experts have long recnnized the importance of staff in marketing
strategy. They were previously seen as part of another 'P', the communication
mix(15). The staff referred to were, in fact, only those in direct contact
with the customers, that is to say, the sales force. But it is possible to
take the view that all staff are involved in the marketing process,
particularly in the marketing of services where, as Leonard Berry points out,
it is performance that is being sold rather than a physical and impersonal
product(16). In the information field, for example, performance is the product
of the entire information chain and not something supplied only by the staff
who come in contact with the customers. Thus, indexing and cataloguing must be
carried out professionally and reliably if the system is to provide an
effective research service.

Flipo adds that the need to take all staff into account reflects the fact
that production and sAles are not separate in the service sector as they are
in manufacturing. They occur simultaneously. What is more, customers play a
part in 'production' as they interact with staff when they are served(17).
Staff are therefore a very important factor in the formulation of marketing
strategies.

The staff who come into contact with customers naturally still have a key
role to play in makinA them welcome. Hobson, Moran an: Stevens show how the
front desk staff in libraries can influence the way customers view an
organization. They point out that the staff on the loans desk are often the
users' only contact with the library: 'For many users, these library staff
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members are the personification of the library'(18). They therefore providedfront desk staff in one university library with a form of training aimed atimproving their relationship with the customers. This course in interpersonalcommunication was aimed at improving verbal behaviour (polite, courteousspeech) and non-verbal behaviour (smiles and attention for the customer). Thesubsequent evaluation demonstrated that the experiment had been extremelyprofitable.

Other researchers have studied the relationship between specialist staffand users seeking
information(19). Training - particularly basic training -seems to have an important role to play in this context. The situation in theinformation field often calls for two types of training: training indocumentation to ensure thorough familiarity with research tools, and trainingin the particular

discipline of the user so as to have a better understandingof his or her needs.

Managers must therefore ensure the perfect functioning of theorganization in all matters relating to staff. That means appropriaterecruitment and staffing levels. In th4s connection Berry makes the point thatstaff also represent a market to be conquered by the organizationconcerned(20). People now speak of 'internal
marketing'(21). Competent staffmust be attracted and retained in the same way as customers.

They must also besufficiently numerous to satisfy user needs.

The structure of the organization must also be flexible enough to providea personalized service to its users. For example, criticism has often beenexpressed in library science concerning the traditional dichotomy betweenpublic and technical services inasmuch as it makes a single departmentresponsible for customer service(22).

3.4.5 Price

The various questions concerning the price and the economics ofinformation have generated a fair number of publications in recent years,whether in relation to more traditional
information services or to the newinformation industry. Information operations in the public sector have beenobliged to rationalize

their activities in response to strong social pressure.Some institutions have even experienced draconian cuts which have, in somecases, forced tham to close(23). The information industry already representsan economic market of more than 4 billion dollars in the United States andnearly one billion dollars in Europe(24). The concept of price cannot beignored in the marketing of information. Indeed, this element of the mixbrings us directly back to the process of exchange which is central to themarketing approach: how much is the public willing to give in exchange forwhat we have to offer?

The concept of price as an element of the marketing mix covers twodifferent types of price: the monetary price, which concerns the payment of acertain sum by the customer, and the social price(25). The social pricecorresponds to the additional effort which the customer must make in order toobtain access to a product. For example, the time spent waiting for a productmay be calculated as an additional cost by the consumer. The purchase of aproduct may also require a certain effort on the part of the customer, who mayhave to travel in person to a particular location. The use of a product mayalso involve changes in a customer's attitudes and habits, which could producea psychological resistance to the purchase of the product (as is sometimes thecase, for example, with data banks).

Managers must therefore take account of this type of price in formulatingtheir marketing strategies, for it may limit the use made of the services orproducts supplied.

i)
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They must also give careful consideration to their monetary toricing
policy. Even in the public sector, charging for certain servtces is
increasingly common(26). This trend, though, is sometimes challenged by those
who consider that information is public property(27). Without entering this
debate, we may say that some products supplied by public bodies will remain
free whereas charges will have to be imposed for other, mainly new products.

There are three factors which must be taken into account in the
calculation of monetary prices: the size of the demand, analysis of the costs
and the impact of the competition.

There must not only be a demand for each product but it must also be
supplied at a suitable price. At this stage managers must assess the share of
the market that is likely to purchase the product and particularly the price
it will pay. Research on the target customers must therefore be carried out to
establish their paying capacity. If the price is too low the product might not
be economically viable, while if it is too high it could discourage potential
purchasers. In general, the price should strike a balance in accord with
consumer expectations. This type of assessment is very tricky and, hence,
important in information services to the extent that it remains difficult to
put a price on information.

The real value of the product can be ascertained by means of a cost
analysis. This is a complex stage in the marketing of services since it means
fixing a price for all the operations involved. The direct costs (identifiable
for each service or activity as such) and the indirect or hidden costs must
all be taken into account. The latter category includes administration,
maintenance, heating and other costs, which must be apportioned over the sales
as a whole. Some people also speak of fixed costs and variable costs. Fixed
costs are those that must still be computed when a service is not provided -
rent being an example. Variable costs depend on the quantity of services or
products sold, for example, telecommunication costs for data banks.

Lastly, it is important when fixing prices to identify the competition as
customers usually make a comparision before deciding to buy. Prices must
therefore be competitive.

Once these factors have been taken into account managers may proceed to
set the actual prices, which may be reduced, for example, for customers in
off-peak periods. An appeal may also be made to customer psychology - for
example, by pricing a service at US $4.95 instead of US $5.00. Finally,
methods of payment should be made as flexible as possible so as not to inhibit
sales, e.g. by offering customers credit facilities.

3.4.6 Suggested reading

Kotler, P., Marketing for non-profit organizations, Englewood Cliffs (N.J.),
Prentice-Hall, 2nd ed., 1982. Section IV: Planning the marketing mix.

Lovelock, C.H., and Weinberg, C.B., Marketing for public and non-profit
managers, New York, Wiley, 1984. Part 4: The marketing mix.

Smith, B., 'Marketing strategies for libraries', Library Management. V.4,
1983. 'The product', pp. 29-38; 'Distribution', pp. 39-42.
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3.4.7 Evaluation exercise

In order to help students acquire a better understadning of the variousconstituent elements of supply, they may be asked to discuss the followingquestion in groups and then to share their conclusions with the entire class:

1. How is the product of a public library (or any other information
service) geared to a rural context?

2. At what point are the following information
products situated in thelife cycle of the product?

Encyclopedias
ThesauriPaperbacks
Data banksPunched cards
Video cassettesSoftware library
DictionariesCD ROM
Card cataloguesThe selective dissemination of information

(Other products may be added)

3. What new products could be developed by an information service knownto the participants?

4. What is the role of information brokers in the process ofinformation distribution?

5. What should be the standard profile for front desk staff ininformation services?

6. What scale of charges would encourage the use of data banks in alarge university library?

These questions may also be used in examinations or as individualassigrunents for the students.
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3.5 MODULE 5: The marketinx mix - communication strateRies

GENERAL OBJECTIVE:

To introduce students to marketing communication in the context of
information services.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this module, the student should be in a position to:

1. understand the natuie of marketing communication;

2. know how advertising is planned;

3. understand the importance of public relations as a tool of
marketing communication;

4. understand the impnrtance of promotional activities as a tool of
marketing communication.

3.5.1 What is marketing communication?

Once an organization has identified the needs of the market and what it
can supply, it might be thought that success would follow automatically. But
the market must be informed of the fact that the productor service is

available. That is where marketing communication comes in.

Marketing communication is a series of techniques, often referred to as
the communication mix, which make it possible 'to maintain systematic contact
with market'(1) and thus to inform it about the products and services
available. As Lovelock and Weinberg(2) point out, there is a certain amount of
confusion regarding the ingredients in the communication mix: some writers
restrict marketing communication to advertising plus the sales force (which we
have included in the staff mix). As the above definition suggests, however,
managers have a much vider range of techniques for reaching their various sets
of customers.

But despite these occasional differences of opinion, there exists a
degree of consensus that enables us to identify the components of the
communication mix as advertising, public relations and promotional activities.

There is no problem in relation to advertising, which is undoubtedly the
most visible component of maiketing communication. It may be defined as the
entire range of techniques for direct communication with the market.

The term public relations covers the entire range of techniques for
indirect communication with the market, as we shall see below. Public
relations is particularly important for non-profit organizations as it enables
them to acquire a sort of free advertising.

The third component of marketing communication that we shall consider is
what marketing specialists refer to as promotional activities. Darmon defines
them as communication activities that do not fall into either of the other two
categories(3). They are 'special activities organized in support of the
advertising effort and the sales force'(4). In the business world this means
competitions, free gifts, free samples, etc. in the information field these

C'r
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techniques can be applied without modification or they can be adapted to thecontext of non-profit organizations: for example, the organization of eventsin libraries may be considered as a type of promotional activity as itencourages library use.

The basic principle in marketing communication is the same as in anycommunication process: it involves a sender, a message and a receiver.

Figure 3,14: Di tgram of marketing communication

Figure 3.14 shows clearly how this process works. It also shows havimportant it is for the fields of experience of the sender and the receiver tooverlap if the message is to reach its target.

This ahared field of experience is essential in marketing communication.It means that an organization which is trying to communicate with its marketmust be on the same level or wavelength as the market if it wishes to beunderstood. In the field of information this means that it must setprofessional jargon aside and use words which everyone understands: forexample, 'journal' or 'magazine' rather than 'periodical'.

It also means that it is essential to understand customers' motives andhabits in order to communicate properly with them. For example, a knowledge ofthe tastes and lifestyle of young people is essential for good relations withthem. Market studies provide much useful information in this connection.

3.5.2 The planning of advertisinR

As we see in our everyday lives, advertising is an extremely powerfultool. But it requires
careful planning in order to achieve its objectives.Broadly speaking there are four stages in the planning of any effective pieceof advertising:

1. the setting of the objectives;

2. the determination of the available budget;

3. the creation of the message as such;

4. and the selection of the medium or media.
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The manager must first have a very clear idea of why he wishes to make
use of advertising: he must set the obiectives. The first task is to identify
the principal customer for the product or service to be advertised. This will
usually have been done at a previous stage in the context of the marketing
plan (see Module 6). The basic rule which must be remembered is that it is
impossible to satisfy everyone with the same product, hence the need for
different messages addressed to each segment.

The next stage is to decide on the type of response which it is hoped to
elicit from the public. This involves studying the purchase behaviour of
customers. The phenomenon is a relatively complex one but the process may be
said to involve just three stages: the cognitive stage, the affective stage
and the conative stage. People generally pass through the first two st.ages
before acting: i.e. they must first of all be informed of the product's
existence (cognitive stage), then be predisposed to buy the product or be
drawn to it (affective stage). Experts generally agree that one can not
simultaneously set one's sights on all three objectives: publicizing a

product, making consumers like it and getting them to buy it. /t is essential
to know which stage the potential purchaser has reached and then get him to
move on to the following stage.

According to Chirouze, advertising objectives must have a quantifiable
component so that some kind of check can subsequently be carried out on the
achievement or non-achievement of the objectives(5). In setting his objective,
the sensible manager will not forget to include two components: the proportion
of the market to be reached and the time allowed for the purpose.

An advertising objective therefore has three components: the
identification of the target, the required stimulus (to publicise a product or
get consumers to like or buy it) and an exercise in quantification.

For example, the purpose of a piece of advertising might be to increase
non-users' knowledge about a library by 50 per cent. Example one in Annex IV
could have been designed for that purpose: it concerns a public library that
persuaded a supermarket to distribute paper bags on which the library's slogan
'so much so close' was printed free of charge. These bags, which were
distribi.Led in large numbers, made many non-users aware of the library's
existence.

Example two in Annex IV could also illustrate this type of objective. It
involves a leaflet designed by a Quebecois on-line host organization and
appears to be addressed to managers. Its aim could be to familiarize at least
30 per cent of the managers in a specific region with the services of the firm
concerned.

Examples seven and eight have an affective purpose and are intPnded for
quite specific groups of customers. The first is aimed at young people who
like cartoons and science-fietion characters. It was designed by the American
Library Association, which obtained free of charge the right to use the
character concerned in order to promote the use of documentary sources by
young people. The colour drawing was reproduced as a poster and a bookmark.

The other example(8) is a poetic evaluation of the benefits of reading
on the cover of a small leaflet prepared by an American public library for its
users.

Exemples 13 and 14 are clearly more concerned with inducing people to
act. The first is intended for young children and issues a (Erect invitation
to them to come to the library. It forms the cover page of a small colour
leaflet containing a cartoon story about children who discover a friendly and
entertaining public library.
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The other example(14) - directed at those interested
in scientific andtechnical information - is an announcement that

appeared in various journalsand which includes a reply coupon inviting people to respond.

Once the objectives have been fixed the next task is to determine thebudaet to be allocated to them. Various methods are available, the simplest ofwhich are based on managers"instinct'. In the information field the basis isgenerally the amount of money available. Other more sophisticated methods arebased on the relationship between sales forecasts and the impact of theadvertising(6).

The next stage is the creation of the advertising message as such. Thisis the 'creative' stage in advertising, which is itself divided into threephases. It is necessary firstly to select the concept behind the message, thenthe content and, lastly, the format.

Selecting the concept means finding the approach through which peoplecan most easily be reached. The concept adopted is generally the one that isclosest in cultural terms to the target public. The possible options include,for example, serious or humourous tone, the use or non-use of testimonials anddemonstrations (or evidence), an emotive or detached approach, realism orfantasy, etc.

This is a tricky stage. The selection of the wrong concept is somethingthat may occur when people try to be too original and can prove disastrous ifit shocks a section of the target public.

An interesting example that clearly illustrates this idea is provided inAnnex IV at 20(a). A large university library that wished to campaign againstvandalism decided to tackle the subject directly and with a dash of humour.The campaign was much more effective than a 'repressive' approach would havebeen as that would have further antagonized the customers and produced theopposite of the desired effect.

A concept that appears to be much in use in the field of information, asmay be seen from certain examples in Annex IV (No. 18, in particular), isadvertising by means of evidence or testimonials.

Once the concept has been selected the next step is to decide on theactual content of the message. The words to be used must be carefully chosenfor both printed and audio-visual forms of advertising.
According to Tillmanand Kirkpatrick an effort should be made to answer two basic questions whichwill be asked by the target public:

What can you and your product offer me?

What advantages can I personally derive from this purchase?(7).

Example 3 in Annex IV answers these two questions rather well throughboth the text and the image.

The next task ir to determine th r. format of the advertising message. Ifit is a printed advertisement it will be necessary to decide on the graphics,typography, illustrations, colour etc. In the case of an audio-visual messageit will be necessary to decide on the pace, the decor, the actors, etc. All ofthese factors taken together can assist or impede the communication of themessage. E-1mp1es 6 and 19 are quite successful in this respect.

As Ch quze indicates there is no real theory describing
the creation ofeffective m ges but certain semiological approaches can help to identifysome basic pr .pltts8).

C
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During the creative stage experts can sometimes be of assistance to the
librarians, documentalists and archivists responsible for the project. Thus a
graphic artist may be brought in on printed advertisements and an actor or
technical director employed for sound or visual recordings.

The fourth and last stage in the planning of an advertisirg campaign
involves the selection of the medium or media most appropriate for the
message, taking account of both the target public and the resources of the
service concerned.

Managers have several options. The cheapest way of advertising a product
is to do it in person, visiting possible users: thus a documentalist may visit
the various services in the institution where he works in order to publicize
the services offered by his documentation centre.

Another relatively economic approach that is widely used involves the
printing of leaflets or booklets. Several examples of this type of advertising
are provided in Annex IV (2, 4, 8, 9 and 13). Distribution can take place in
various ways depending on the target public and the context (on-the-spot
distribution, postal delivery, door-to-door, etc.) However, large-scale
distribution is much more expensi:e. The greatest disadvantage of leaflets and
booklets is undoubtedly the fact that they sometimes encounter a certain level
of public saturation. Graphics should therefore be eye-catching in order for
this type of advertising to be effective.

Badges, 11/okmarks and other similar activities (example 20 in the annex)
are also quite cheap and usually produced good results. However, these media
are fairly unsophisticated and are not compatible with aiming at a wide range
of advertising objectives and target publics(9). Posters, however, which are
akin to these media, can reach specific target publics more easily as it is
possible to select the points at which they are displayed. This appears to be
a very popular medium, particularly in North America (examples 10 and 12).

Advertising in newspapers and journals is often expensive but some
information services have managed to negotiate cheap rates or even obtain free
space because of their status as non-profit organizations. The advertisements
must be quite large, however, if they are not to go unnoticed: a small
advertisement will not necessarily be seen by the target public, these media
being addressed to all kinds of publics. Specialist journals can target more
effectively but the period between the submission of an item and its
publication may be as much as eight to ten weeks, which means that this is a
less flexible medium from the point of view of advertising planning.

Radio and television are media to which it is difficult to achieve
access (high production costs, particularly in the case of television) but
they can reach a very wide public. Organizations operating in the field of
mass information have already had recourse to these media, making use once
again of their non-profit status. In North America several public libraries
adv..rtise on local radio and television, using advertisements designed and
produced at national level by professional associations (American Library
Association, Corpo ation des bibliothecaires professionales du Quebec). The
difficulty with t...se media often has to do with the limited amount of time
available (usually 30 seconds) for the transmission of the message.

Once the medium has been selected there is also a choice of carriers to
be made and a timetable to be established. Each medium has a certain number of
carriers (the individual newspapers and journals, the various television and
radio stations, etc.). Managers must decide which carriers will enable them to
reach their target pu'' most effectively. Lastly, it is necessary to decide,
according to the results envisaged ant: the media selected, the frequency of
the messages and the times at which they will be transmitted.

6
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3.5.3 Public, relations

As we have already pointed out at the beginning of this module, publicrelations are concerned with indirect communications between an organizationand its various publics, unlike advertising which adopts a direct approach.This means that public relations is a continuous process and not a sporadicactivity like advertising. Lovelock and Weinberg also state that thedifference between advertising and public relations as ingredients in thecommunication mix is the level of control which managers exert over thecontent of the messages transmitted by these two channels: the advertisingmessage is determined directly by the organization, whereas in the case ofpublic relations the manager 'prepares the ground' for the communication(organizing events, press communiques, etc.) but the final content of themessage is beyond his control(10).

The aim of public relations is to be understood by the market and not tomanipulate it as some people might think. The basic principle is very simple:it is easier to persuade the public to use the services of an organizationthat creates a favourable impression.

Organizations will therefore polish their image constantly, in theknowledge that the public is not indifferent to the outward presentation ofany service. The word public must be understood in a very broad sense in thiscontext. It includes not only the users or the immediate public but also thepress and media as well as administrative and political authorities. In_thecase of non-profit organizations, potential patrons and donors are animportant public relations target.

Good relations with users, then, are clearly of the utmost importance inretaining custom. Staff should therefore be made aware of this point, as wehave seen in the previous module.

In its ccmmunication with users and the outside environment theorganization must ensure that the image which it projects is always one ofprofessionalism and efficiency. Thus, several libraries have designed theirown logotype for use on their notepaper. This is a way of projecting a brandimage of the organization to the outside world, as shown in figure 3.15.

Good relations with the press are also very important for managerswishing to ensure the 'visibility' of their organization.
Making contact withjournalists is often easier than one thinks. Such contacts must also bemaintained by holding briefings at varying intervals.

An important event in the life of an information service, such as theacquisition of a major collection or the announcement of the construction of anew building, provides an opportunity for a press conference. However, thisrequires a great deal of organization and the event must be important enoughto attract journalists.

Press releases should be used to announce less important events such asthose organized in public libraries. They should be drafted in a clear plainstyle. A good communique has a heading indicating clearly that it is, in fact,a communique and stating its origin; the subject should be clearly identifiedat the outset as briefly as possible; the first paragraph should keep toessentials and the telephone number and name of the person to contact forfurther information should te provided.
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Figure 3.15; Examples of notepaper headings with logotypes
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In the public domain, great care is also necessary in handling relationswith the administrative and political authorities on whom the informationservice may often depend for its very existence. These authorities shouldalways have the best possible image of the service. As we have already said,an information organization is a system which, far from operatingindependently, is subject to major influences in its environment.

Those concerned should not hesitate to communicate with decision-makersand to meet them as often as possible to let them know about developments inthe institutions or improvements in its services. Small receptions may beorganized in connection with specific events such as the launching of apublication, however modest, making sure to invite all ,he administrative andpolitical authorities.

The same degree of attention should also be paid to relations with themanagers of other departments on which the service depends. Goodcommunications between managers in the same institution are always beneficial,particularly when the time comes to apportion a joint budget.

Managers in non-profit
information services can raise outside funds tosupplement regular fnnding sources. Fund-raising campaigrs are an increasinglycommon form of public relations. In the past, information services oftenoperated with low budgets or inadequate funds and the economic crisis struckthem head on so that their managers are now obliged to seek voluntarycontributions. This is true in both the developing and the developed countries.

Most writers on the marketing of non-profit organizations devote atleast a chapter to this type of public relations and give many examples(11).Several public organizations now organize fund-raising
activities each year:Public libraries have set up lotteries. Archive centres have organized mealsat $100 a head, with the profits going to process a new collection. Schoollibraries have organized

reaching marathons whereby the young participants aresponsored and the profits go to the
institution. University libraries havesold off books withdrawn from their collections. The imagination should begiven a free rein in this area.

Some people even put a great deal of effort into
persuading influentialindividuals in their company to make bequests.

Others get large companies to provide finance for specific activities,such as the acquisition of manuscript
collections, the printing of the libraryemblem on sweaters or the purchase of computer equipment. Some companies andeven individuals are quite willing to make donations to non-profitorganizations - providing, of course, that the recipients show their gratitudeby publicizing the origin of such donations. One should not be diffident aboutmaking proposals to individuals likely to respond favourably to suchapproaches.

Volunteers constitute another resource which is available to aon-profitorganizations. It may often prove very useful to recruit them fornon-speciali,:ed tasks. They can also be asked to sit on advisory boards ofmanagement, in which case it is a good idea to select
influential members ofthe community who can convince their fellows to make donations to the serviceconcerned.

Information services may also seek donations in kind. Some publiclibraries have been left buildings or premises - often branch offices closeddown by business
organizations. Research centres have been given computerequipment for their documentation centres, and works of art have beenpresented to university libraries.
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Public organi7ations will probably draw increasingly on external
resources in the future and these techniques should also be adopted by the
managers of information services.

3.5.4 Promotional activities

Promotional activities may also assume several forms. Pierre Levasseur
defines them as follows: 'The purpose of promotional activities, which provide
backing for the advertising campaign and the work of the sales force, is to
stimulate the sales of goods or services by various means other than
advertising or direct sales but drawing on both'(12).

Chirouze divides promotional activities directed at customers into three
categories: price pr6motions, games promotions and goods promotions(13).

Price promotions are simply a matter of offering customers lower prices
for a fixed period or on specified conditions. Thus a data-base services
company or information broker may launch a promotion involving price
reductions for a limited period to those wishing to interrogate certain data
banks. This type of operation generally stimulates future use of the product
and the lost income is recovered by the subsequent growth in the volume of
sales.

Games promotions encourage the use of specific services by means of
competitions or lotteries, for example. This approach has been used quite
often in public libraries: prizes for the 100,000th customer, prize lotteries
for members, assorted competitions, etc.

The types of goods promotion highlighted by Chirouze are the
distribution of samples and the inclusion of free gifts with every purchase.
These techniques have been employed less frequently in the information field
although they appear to have a considerable potential, particularly in
relation to data banks.

In the information field promotional activities can Oso take the form
of organized events, which are particularly common in public and school
libraries, or of documentation training for users. Like other promotional
activities they encourage the use of services by means other than advertising.
Moreover, this type of activity enables information services strongly to
underline their distributive function, anticipating the customers' wishes in
keeping with the idca of marketing.

Winiques for the organization of events in libraries are now quite
well kni4On. Their forms vary enormously. Lectures, particularly lectures on
books and reading, have always been very popular. Workshops are a sort of
practical counterpart, during which those taking part are introduced to such
activities as pottery or draAng. Exhibitions are also very common. Some
libracies organize film and video shows. Children's storytime and puppet shows
are very common activities in public libraries throughout the world.

In some cases, libraries now offer continuing training to adults on such
varied subjects as 'investing in the stock exchange' or 'getting over your
divorce'. Lecturers, who are sometimes unpaid, give courses on the collections
in the library.

Many iLstitutions are now beginning to provide information training for
users. Documentation centres and university libraries appear to have already
adopted this method of promotion, which has proved to be a powerful means of
reaching the market. Customers are too often unaware of the treasures stored

7i'
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in libraries, documentation centres and archives and the amount of valuabletime which may be saved by cbnsulting an information specialist. User trainingthus highlights the facilities available to the public. In some educationalinstitutions it is actually a compulsory subject for the students.

As with the organization of events, the holding of thia type of activityboosts the use ot services and increases the visibility of the organizationand its staff.

Managers thus have a wide range of marketing communication toolsavailable for use. They must therefore combine these various techniques in themost effective manner possible, a blend which is often referred to as thecommunication strategy.

3.5.5 Suggested reading

Lovelock, C.H., and Weinberg, C.B., Marketing for public and non-profitmanagers, New York, Wiley, 1984. Chapter 14: The nature and methods ofmarketing communication, Chapter 15: Communication strategies, Chapter 17:Attracting resources: funds, volunteers, and gifts-in-kind.

Kotler, P., Marketing for non-profit organizations, Englewood Cliffs (N.J..),Prentice-Hall, 2nd ed., 1982. Chapter 16: Advertising and sales promotiondecisions, Chapter 17: Public relations decisions, Chapter 18: Recruitmentmarketing: attracting people, Chapter 19: Donor marketing: attracting funds.

Adams, M., and Morris, J.M., Teaching library skills for academic credit,Phoenix (Ar.), Oryx Press, 1985.

Kohn, R., and Tepper, R., You can do it. A PR skills manual for librarians,Metuchen (N.J.), Scarecrow Press, 1981.

Leeburger, B.A., Marketing the Library, White Plains (N.Y.), KnowledgeIndustry Publications, 1982.

Rummel, K.K., and Perica, E., (ed.), Persuasive public relations forlibraries, Chicago, American Library Association, 1983.

Tod, M., 'The law of slow learning: marketing at the Dallas public library',Public Library Quarterly, V.4, 1983, No. 2, pp.29-38.

ALA graphics catalog, Chicago, American Library Association, annual.

Un livre pour ous (video 3 min.), Montreal, Corporation des bibliothecairesprofessionnels du Quebec, 1983.

Take time to read (video 30 sec.), Chicago, American Library Association, 1987.

3.5.6 Evaluation exercise

In order to apply the lessons of Module 5, groups of 4 to 5 students maybe asked to design marketing communication tools for existing informationservices: posters, logotypes, advertising scenarios, releases, etc. Thestudents should be allowed several weeks to complete this task (if possible)and should then return to the classroom to present and discuss thei, efforts.

Discussiors may also be organized on the content of specificadvertisements in the information field, using the examples in Annex IV.

7,;
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3.6 MODULE 6: Marketing strategy and planning

GENERAL OBJECTIVE:

To understand the relationship between planning and strategy in marketing.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this module the student should be in a position to:
1. understand how marketing fits into the planning of informationservices;

2. define market segmentation;

3. define the concept of the target public;

4. identify the components of the marketing plan.

3.6.1 Strategic planning

Marketing is a planning tool and it is therefore
important to understandits contribution to this vital management function.

One of the basic principles of marketing is that it is impossible tosatisfy everyone with the same product or service. Managers must thereforeevaluate a number of products or services and select the mean(s) they considermost appropriate to attain the objectives established on the basis of marketneeds. That is why marketing people speak of strategy in connection with thedecision-making and selection process in which managers must engage to maketheir organization as effective as possible.

Kotler explains that the term has been borrowed from military vocabularyand provides the following definition of strategy:
'marketing strategy is theselection of a target market(s), the choice of a competitive position, and thedevelopment of an effective marketing mix to reach and serve the chosencustomers'(1). It is therefore a process which will provide the basis for theplanning of the organization's services and products, involving quite specificingredients which play a key role in marketing: the concept of a targetpublic, the selection of an advantageous position in relation to thecompetition, or the selection of a 'niche', and a satisfactory definition ofthe ingredients of the marketing mix.

The first stage of the strategy is market
segmentation. That is to say,the division of the market into more homogenous sections within which it ispossible to pinpoint target publics. A particular mix is then adopted for eachof the targets identified in order to build up the

organization's marketingstrategy, which will be set out in its marketing plan.

3.6.2 Market segmentation

As we have already said, it is difficult, if not impossible, to satisfyeveryone with the same product. In order to overcome this obstacle marketingstrategy employs the technique of market segmentation.

This involves dividing the market into sections which are easier to reachbecause they are more homogeneous. A mix can then be selected which catersmore effectively to their needs.

7 tJ
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The division or segmentation of the market may be based on various
criteria, the commonest of which are undoubtedly sociological, such as age or
sex. For example, it is a recognized fact that women do not use public
libraries for the same reasons as men. There is also a difference of this kind
betweeh older and younger users. Therefore public libraries will often have
recourse to sociological segmentation with a view to the strategic
exploitation of different products for each of those segments: e.g.
action-packed novels for men, and literature with a greater psychological
content for women; easy-to-read books for the very young, and a reference
collection for adults.

At university level segmentation tends to be based ^n the educational
level of users: lecturers, Ph.D. students, M.A. students and undergiaduates.
In this case, too, specific library products will be proposed for each
segment: access to data bases, research collections, collections of journals,
reference works.

Specialist and archive services may segment the m-rket according to the
typical behaviour of their customers: daily customers, telephone customers,
occasional customers, non-customers, etc. Different services may be offered or
drawn to the attention of each of these groups: the selective dissemination of
information, access to the documentation centre's automatic catalogue through
their own terminals, accession lists, press-cutting service, etc.

National and international organizations such as data-bank on-line hosts
may adopt a geographic basis for segmentation. Through the components of the
mix, it will then be possible to establish for each region of the country
strategies that are more effective because more closely attuned to its
specific geographic features.

These examples are very simple but market segmentation may be more
sophisticated, incorporating psychological criteria or a combination of
criteria.

.

The segmentation technique will help to identify the needs of different
sets of customers more clearly and to reach them more easily by personalizing,
as it were, the relationship with the market.

3.6.3 The target public

For reasons of efficiency managers may choose to disregard one or several
segments of their market. They will then concentrate their strategy on one or
several segments which we shall call target publics.

A target public may be selected because it offers certain advantages to
the organization - being easier to reach, for example, as it consists of
people who have always used the service concerned (women at home in the case
of public libraries, research staff in the case of the documentation centre of
a major industry, or top pupils in the case of school libraries).

A target public may also have other advantages for the organization. A
case in point would be the heads of large administrations, whose decisions
affect large numbers of people, and also leaders of opinion who influence
broad sections of the public. Mention may likewise be made of Lown councillors
and other officials in the case of public libraries, vice-chairmen and senior
management within business firms, and teachers in educational establishments.
Once a small group of influential individuals has been reached it becomes
easier to convince other potential customers of the importance of the
information service as they tend to model their behaviour on that of their
superiors. Such influential people may also be able to defend the service when
the time comes.
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Priority may therefore be given to one or several target publics for agiven period even if attention is turned to the other segments later.Nevertheless, it is no easy matter, in a public service context, to neglectgroups of customers that one is supposed to serve under the often very broadterms of reference assigned to information services. But a decision must betaken to limit the number ot targets as it is difficult to provide an adequateservice for the entire population.

3.6.4 The marketing plan

There are three types of organizations according to certain marketingspecialists: 'those which instigate events, those which look at what ishappening and those which wonder what has happened'(2). The difference betweenthe first and the other two categories may depend on whether or not theorganization concerned has a good marketing plan.

The marketing plan sets out the organization's strategic choices onpaper, justifying them and explaining how its marketing goals are to beachieved.

Marketing plans may cover periods of varying length. Organizations areincreasingly adopting plans spread over several years in view of the scale andfrequency of the changes currently convulsing society, particularly in thearea of technology. A marketing plan must cover a minimum period of onefinancial year.

The role of the plan is, of course, to guide the staff in its approach tothe market. It ensures good communications between all those involved byspecifying exactly what is to be done in each sector of the organization and,in the process, informs each and everyone of the direction in which theorganization is moving.

It also has an important role to play when the time comes to assesswhether the organization's
marketing objectives have been reached or not. Itcan then guide managers in the drafting of the next plan. Nothing is moredifficult than taking stock of a situation in which the task to be completedwas never accurately defined in the first place.

An organization may have several plans, including a plan for its generaldevelopment which will probably stretch over a longer period than themarketing plan. The difference needs to be underlined for the goals of themarketing plan are concerned with the market or markets to be supplied and theorganization's relationship with those markets. The general plan covers allaspects of the organization,
including purely internal matters.

An organization may also have several marketing plans depending on itssize. A manager may decide to adopt a marketing plan for each major categoryof product or service supplied. Thus a major archive service may formulate oneplan for regularly consulted documents and another for documents which areseldom or never consulted.

The marketing plan should therefore be considered as a genuine work tool.It may sometimes prove extremely useful even before it comes into force, e.g.by providing support for managers' financial submissions to their superiors.

There are several ways of formulating a marketing plan. But, essentially,it involves answering the following questions: 'What stage have we reached?Where do we wish to go? How can we get there?'.
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The first part of a marketing plan is always an analysis of the
situativa, during which the first question must be anSwered. Managers too
often tend to dodge this stage despite the fact that the very roots of
marketing, lie in ch an analysis: the strategies and all the act'ons that
follow depend on this analysis. It is therefore essential to ensure that the
first stage is properly conduted.

The Information necessary for the analysis of the situation is provided
by marketing research, which attempts to take stock of the market and the
environment, registering needs and significant factors, and also to review the
situation of the organization, recording its strengths and weaknesses. This
research is therefore divided into two parts: the external analysis and the
internal analysis.

Figure 3.16: The marketing plan in outline

1. Outline uf the plan

2. Analysis of the situation:

- external analysis (market and environment)
internal analysis (organization)

3. Strategic phase:

mission
goals

4. Formulation of tactics

5. Budget

6. Monitoring procedures

The external analysis involves describing the environment outside the

organization and determining the characteristics and needs of the market as
reflected in the marketing research findings. The external environment will be
described in terms of the factors with a potential role in strategy
formulation: the economic, socio-cultural, political, legal, technological and
legal situation and the state of the competition.

Analysis of the economic situation will establish the prevailing economic
conditions, such as the average income of customers.

Analysis of the socio-cultural situation will provide an evaluation of
the tastes, habits and attitudes of the target market perhaps, even, the
current fashion so as to prepare the ground for effective strategies.

The political situation may also influence strategies: it is necessary to
identify trends as well as the opportunities that arise, such as new State
subsidy schemes.

On the legal front some laws - for example, laws on consumers' rights -
will have an impact on possible strategies. This ,pect of the environment
must also be borne in mind.

It is particularly important to evaluate the technological environment in
the information field: the developments are very numerous and they can play an
important part in strategies.
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It is generally believed that information
services, particularly those inthe wlblie sector, do not need to worry about competition. This is amisconception. Although their products are different, bookshops andtelevision, for example, are in competition with libraries as they have thesame audience and attract those who might otherwise use libraries. Competitionalso exists at the generic level - in this case, information

and leisure.

The characteristics and needs of the market will be determined on thebasis of the secondary data or a collection of primary data, as explained inthe module on marketing research.

The internal analysis is an examination and evaluation of theorganization's operation. It involves first and foremost a description of theorganization. As a marketing plan must be as short as possible, the factorsincluded will essentially be those likely to have an impact on strategy andaction. For example, the equipment and premises currently available will bedescribed together with their geographical location, the number and trainingprofile of the staff, the state of the collection, the length of the openinghours and, of course, the budget. The other information to be supplied dependson circumstances: for example, a brief view of the
organization's historymight even be included if it is believed to be a factor which ought to betaken into account in the definition of strategies.

It is also essential to provide the frankest possible assessment of theorganization's performance using the internal operational statistics, whichshould be kept up to date by the information services: number of loans, numberof users, number of requests for information, etc.

This second part of the internal analysis will also draw on the largenumber of publications
concerned with the assessment of information services,such as the Unesco study by Lancaster(3). Such works suggest various indicesof performance which could provide particularly useful diagnoses for theinternal analysis in the marketing plan.

Once the analysis has been completed we move on to the strategic phase.This involves two operations: a statement of the
organization's mission andthe selection of its goals.

The organization's mission has been discussed elsewhere in general termsbut it must be referred to in the marketing plan as strategies depend on it.An organization's mission is the justification for its existence, its role insociety, the purpose for which it was created. The way in which its mission isperceived by managers will necessarily affect the strategies adopted. Forexample, if the mission of a public library is defined chiefly in terms ofbooks, its strategies will focus on that medium. But public librari's may alsodefine their role more in terms of information in general, as several NorthAmerican libraries have recently done. These are two different missions forthe same organization, which will necessarily be expressed by differentstrategies. In the first case the emphasis will be placed on such factors asthe variety of the book collection or on activities to promote reading. In thesecond case certain products will be offered, such as a telephone informationservice, data banks, alternative media (video cassettes, films, records, etc.).

The organization's mission should therefore be restated at this stage,during which it WU often be reformulated.

The second task in the strategic phase is to define the strategies assuch in terms of the goals to be attained. In order to discover the beststrategy or strategies it is usually necessary to look at several. Theimagination plays an important part in this process, and it is often useful toinvolve the staff in group discussions.

I ,)
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The first component in the strategy is usually the choice of target or
targets among the segments identified during the external analysis. The next
step is to formulate a marketing programme for each target selected, i.e. to
identify the various ingredients in the marketing mix that will suit the
public in question.

For example, a university library may select the teaching community as a
target and base the corresponding marketing programme on the promotion of the
product 'data banks'. This choice could be justified by the novelty of the
product and the interest it may consequently arouse, combined with the
research role of the teachers, who are in theory always on the lookout for new
developments in their field. The marketing programme will include such other
ingredients as an appropriate distribution strategy possibly providing for a
decentralized service in the various university departments, the hiring of
additional staff, a pricing policy including cheap rates for the first piece
of research undertaken, and a communication strategy based on the distribution
of a leaflet.

A public library could for its part decide to focus its strategy on old
people if they happened to be numerous in the neighbourhood and could organize
promotional activities adapted to their specific needs or build up a
collection of wotks specifically catering to their information needs, e.g.
large-format books or musical recordings suited to their taste.

The formulation of strategies may prove to be a more complex matter in an
archive service as conservation is sometimes considered to be a more important
function than distribution in archives administration. However, like all
subsidizLi organizations archive services must also increase their public
visibility if they wish to prosper in the future. They must therefore identify
their public clearly at the analysis stage and they will then find it easier
to determine their strategies. For example, one useful strategy for an archive
service would be to make itself known to possible patrons using public
relations and advertising: the latter might donate their personal collections
and even make financial contributions towards the purchase of an important
collection.

The documentation centre in a large company may decide to select a
segment which already makes extensive use of its services, such as research
department staff, in order to encourage still greater use. This could be done
by setting up a service to disseminate selectively information geared to
particular interests.

On-line hosts and information brokers should also develop strategies in
the same way, selecting one or several segments likely to yield greater
profits, such as the business community. They should then put together a
programme for their target public: a ptoduct aimed specifically at it;
distribution geared to its habits; a staff capable of speaking its language; a
price range corresponding to its needs and resources; and an advertising
campaign that attains its target.

An organization may, of course, select several targets and several
strategies for the same target. Its financial resources will naturally be
decisive in the choice of both targets and strategies. If resnurces are
limited it is a good idea to select one target and adopt a modest marketing
programme. It should be borne in mind that it is impossible to satisfy
everybody in the same way, hence the different programmes for the targets
select.ed.

r19
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Once the 1.:ategies have been settled it must be decided how put theminto practice. That is the beginning of the tactical phase. It is not alwayseasy to distinguish between strategy and tactics. Whereas a strategy isdefined in terms of rather general goals (target and marketing programme)tactics explain how these goals are to be reached. Thus, one strategy for apublic library might be to provide a better service in a specific district(target) by including the opening of a branch (distribution) in the marketingprogramme. The tactical component of the strategy would involve decisions onthe siting of the branch and the planning of its construction.

In the example given above concerning university teachers and data banks,the communication strategy adopted involved the preparation of an advertisingleaflet. But what message should the leaflet carry and what form should ittake? These are questions which will be answered at the tactical level. Thestrategy for the distribution of the selected product was to decentralize theservice in order to reach teachers in their departments. But how exactlyshould this operation e carried out? The strategy also stipulated thatadditional staff would hay: to be hired. But what type of staff? Full-time orpart-time? With what training? On what salary? Similarly with regard to thepricing strategy comprising reductions for the first retrievals made, tacticswould concern the precise way the scheme was to operate.

The marketing plan would not be complete without a budget component. Aserious plan must assess the cost of each strategy so that it can be properlyevaluated. This exercise is particularly important when the plan is to besubmitted for the approval of boards of directors or supervisory authorities.As most information services tend to have slender resources, the financialpresentation must be clear and meticulous.

Budgeting should not be too difficult once the strategies have beenworked out in detail during the tactical phase. All that needs to be done isto put a figure on the tactical operations listed above. The more clearlyco-ordinated the tactics, the easier it will be to calculate all the requiredsums rapidly and accurately.

Also for the sake of clarity it is advisable to include what is usuallyreferred to as an executive summary on the first page of the plan. This typeof summary sketches the broad outlines of the plan and provides an idea of itsoverall shape from the outset. A table of contents will usually be providedafter the summary for the same reason.

Managers must also establish monitoring procedures enabling them to checkthe smooth operation of the marketing plan both during implementation and oncompleri .

The si-rategies adopted may quite conceivably fail to work as planned andit must be possible to identify such situations as quickly as possible. Annualplads could be checked every month to see whether or not the targets are beingreached.

To this end, numerical targets will be set in the case of moststrategies. These targets may be an integral part of the plan. A check maythen be carried out simply by comparing the statistics for the relevant periodwith the corresponding targets. Tools such as PERT (Programme Evaluation andReview Technique) may be employed to produce diagrams of the projectedactivities, thus improving control of the marketing plan(4).

The targets of profit-making organizations are frequently formulated interms of profits and a31 that need be done is to check whether the profits
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for a given period are satisfactory. In the case of non-profit organizations,
statistics for attendance and use are among the criteria employed.

In difficult situations some organizations even develop alternative,
'contingency' strategies, which they may put into effect once the plan is
under way if they realize that they have made a mistake. Once the plan has
been launched a simple adjustment is sufficient in most cases, but the
problems encountered will be taken into account when the time comes to
formulate strategies for the next year's plan.

Someone should be responsible for ensuring the smooth operation of these
monitoring procedures. This is usually a task assumed by the director of the
organization, although some organizations appoint a marketing manager to
supervise the plan. It should be realized that even an outstanding and
well-structured marketing plan will not be effective if left unsupervised.

3.6.5 Sugmsted reading

Lovelock, C.H., and Weinberg, C.B., Marketing for public .and non-profit
managers, New York, Wiley, 1984. Chapter 10: Building a marketing plan.

Kotler, P., Marketing for non-profit organizations, Englewood Cliffs /N.J.),
Prentice-Hall, 2nd ed., 1982. Chapter 3: The adaptive organization: developing
strategic plans.

Grunewald, J.P., Developing a markettng_program for libraries, Clarion (Pa.),
Clarion State College, 1983.

Yorke, D.A., Marketing the library service, London, Library Association, 1977.
Chapter 3: A plan of marketing action.

3.6.6 Evaluation exercise

In order to apply the lessons of this module and the entire range of
marketing concepts which have been covered, students should be asked to design
a small marketing plan of 15-20 pages in length fcr an information service
with which they are already familiar. This may be a centre which they have
attended for other courses, where they have been on placement or where they
are already employed. The centre concerned must, however, be able to supply
students with some information about its custme:s and its internal operation
so that they have a basis on which to develop their strategies They may work
in teams of two to three. The work may be spread over several weeks and is
intended mainly for full-time students in pre-service training. Part-time
students in in-ser ice training may tackle this exercise by dividing the
training component into two sessions several weeks apart.

Whe7 their plans are ready the teams may present the results of their
efforts to their fellow students: this will enable those taking part to
discover other approaches and to discuss their content.
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Notes on Module 6

1. Kotler, P. Marketing for non-profit organizations, Englewood Cliffs,N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1982, p.103.

2. Kotler, P. McDougall, G.H., and Picard, J.L., Principes de marketing,
St-Jean-sur-Richelieu (Quebec), Ed. Préfontaine, 1983, p.61

3. Lancaster, F.W., Guidelines for the evaluation of information systems andservices*, Paris, Unesco, 1978.

4. Beckman, M.D., Boone, L.E., and Kurtz, D.L., Le marketing: réalitécontemporaine, Montreal, HRW, 1980, pp.507-509.
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4. CONCLUSION

4.1 Epilogue

There are several ways of bringing a course on marketing to a close.
Some authors repeat the points made in the introduction in orde" to draw
attention to the basic principles involved. Others prefer to discuss srecific
applications of marketing and, in particular, the implications of marketing
management in an international business context. It is always porc.:ble to
wind up the course by looking at the very promising future for the apiication
of marketing to information services.

In our view It is important to end with some obsLrvations about the
problems of marketing so that students are not left with the idea that things
are too easy and that marketing will solve all of the profession's problems.

Just as computers alone cannot solve all of the problems encountered in
the management of documentation services, marketing should not be seen as a

panacea, a sort of deus ex machina which will remove all the obstacles in the
path of information services. Marketing is more than a mere implement but it
is still basically a tool of the trade: success depends on its prqper use.

Lovelock and Weinberg are right to point out that the application of
marketing is no easy matter. Its success depends on a myriad of details and
there is no automatic guarantee that an excellent strategy will bear fruit:
'While excellent execution cannot save a misdirected strategy, only good
execution can transform a sound strategy from plans on paper to reality'(1).

The main problem appears to be that it is difficult to integrate the
marketing approach at all levels in an organization. That is why Lovelock and
Weinberg speak of 'the marketing of marketing'. The very idea of marketing is
an innovation and it must be 'sold' to all the members of an organization in
order to check the resistance to change which naturally affects the adoption
of all new ideas.

The first task is to ensure that senior management in the krganization
endorses and understands the marketing approach. Without the support of their
superiors, the managers responsible for marketing planning may find their
r,rojects blocked. We have already explained that the marketing approach may
lead to major changes within an organization. And if an organization is to go
along that path it is better to warn senior management in advance of the
possibility and obtain their agreement.

All the manager-al staff in the organization must also be convinced.
While most managers recognize today that no single manao,ement function is more
important than the others and that what matters most i the co-ordination of
all these functions, power disputes between managers still occur from time to
time. In a marketing context, however, the efforts of all sectors in the
organization must be directed towards the same goal. Conflicts between the
production side and customer services are not uncommon. In the field of
information, for example, heads of technical services (cataloguing, indexing)
nust co-ordinate their efforts with the heads )f customer services. It.may be
a good idea to set up special committees to co-ordinate the marketing drive so
as to involve the various managers. But such committees oust have the power
to act.

Lastly, marketing demands the complete commitment of the staff,
particularly front-desk staff. As we have already seen, the staff are on( of
the five 'P's' in the marketing mix. They can provide a base for the

8 4
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marketing strategy but they can also sabotage that strategy. An excellentmarketing plan, however ingenious, can be demolished in an instant by staffwho are unaware of what is at stake and are discourteous to customers,ignorant of procedures, casual in their attitude, etc.

Various methods may be employed by managers who wish to involve theirstaff in marketing planning so as to ensure that
tney contribute to theoperation. The decentralization of responsibility, particularly in largeestablishments, makes all units more aware of the importance of their owncontribution to the organization's overall ouput for the public. Thus, largepublic libraries with several branches would be well advised to decentralizemarketing planning and control to local level.

Service manuals may also be produced describing how to behave withcustomers: the importance of smiling and looking at the customer; keyexpressions for use in approaching customers and answering the telephone;maximum wait time at the loans counter, for bibliographies,
for retrievals,etc.

Lastly, training sessions condncted by exps.rts may often help to makestaff more aware of the marketing approach. It may not be necessary topresent marketing concepts in depth at such sessions except, perhaps, formanagers. Even a straightforward lecture on basic p-inciples may sometimesfire the enthusiasm of staff at all levels.

More important than anything else, perhaps, In a course on the marketingof information services is to enable students to acquire a service-orientedattitude, that is to say, the belief that users both real and potential shouldbe their central concern at all times.

In thf; final analysis, the question is not whether informationspecial.sts should or should not become involved in the marketing approach,since they are already involved. As we have explained, the purpose ofmarketing is to maximize exchanges, and exchanges are part of the dailybusiness of all information Jervices. Moreover, we are living in a societywhose institutions are based on the notion of exchange. We are dependent onothers to a greater or lesser degree for services and products.

The real question is, therefore, whether information services are contentto merely submit to the laws of this society based on exchange or whether theywill take the initiative by fully utilizing the tool of the future thatmarkettng represents.

4.2 Suggested reading

Lovelock, C.H. and Weinberg, C.B., Marketing for public and non-profitmanagers, New York, Wiley, 1984. Chapter 19: Implementing the marketingprogram.

Darmon, R.Y. et al., Le marketing. Fondements et applications, Montreal,McGraw-Hill, 2nd edition 1982. Chapter 13: Les applications particulieres.
Carroll, D. 'Library marketing: old and new truths', Wilson Library Bulletin,V.57, 1982, pp.212-216.
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Notes on the conclusion

1. Lovelock, C.H. and Weinberg, C.B., Marketing for public and non-profit
managers, New York, Wiley, 1984, p.576.
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ANNEX.I

Case study:
The University Library of Bellefeuille-sous-Bois

Bellefeuille-sous-Bois is'a pretty little town some 50 km from the sea
and about 100 km from the mountains and ski centres. Ttr ious past has
made Bellefeuille a regional tourist capital. It ha few industries
(electronics, wood and furniture), but it is the head' ,arters of several
public and private service organizations (major insurance companies,
well-known engineering firms, a government telecommunications centre, etc.).

The town has a population of 75,000 with an average income higher than
the national average. In fact, Bellefeuille is basically a middle class town
which still has an old aristocracy much appreciated by the population as it
provides confirmation of the town's past history. The old part of the town is
located on a sort of plateau over 100 metres above sea-level. A working-class
district has developed in recent years to the north-east of this plateau near
the electronic components factory which is owned by an extremely powerful
foreign holding company.

The University of Bellefeuille-sous-Bois is an institution with a very
fine reputation. The campus occupies nearly two square kilometres to the
north of the town close to the new district. It has 7,000 students and 170
teachers/researchers working in the following departments:

Humanities Social Sciences Pure Sciences

Arts Sociology Chemistry
History Law Biology
Visual Arts Criminology .Physics
Theology Social Work Computer Science
Translation Information Science Geology

Management Mathematics
Astronomy

1,650 students 2,860 students 2,490 students

The Departments of Management and Chemistry are particularly dynamic and
have recently worked out agreements with the business community. However, the
reputation, of the university rests largely on the History Department, which
appears to be responsible for a large part of the research done on campus (the
department has an archaeology section whose recent work on underwater
archaeology has won international recognition). The Department of Information
Science is also very active internationally and its teachers regularly take
part in conferences abroad. Their courses touch on archives administration
and documentation az; well as library science but few contacts have been made
with the University Library Service as the teaching staff have been on poor
Z.erms with the Director of Libraries for several years.
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The DireLL.,: ! (.t.stion is on the point of retirement, His entireworking life r' *e.rt devoted to a major project for the construction of acentral librar.: is intended to bring all the library services on campusunder one rooC. Work started two years ago and the opening ceremony isscheduled for L:.-2 start of next session. A small budget has been set asidefor the celebration of this event. The Director's project has experiencedseveral setbacks. The style of architecture proposed was rather forbiddingand the concrete shell gave the building an austere look. No provision hasyet been made for the decoration and fittings although the opening is onlyseveral months'away. Moreover, the library had to be built at the northernend of the campus beside the building reserved for law studies. There is noUnderground in Bellefeuille but the campus is well served by the local busnetwork.

The Director's plan was to allocate one storey in the library to eachmajor subject area and the basement to the technical services (see planattached). The staff have already been assigned to these major sectors.There is one librarian in charge of the service in each sector who is assistedby another librarian responsible for the selection of documents and receptionof the public. The team under the head of service in each sector alsoincludes three assistant
librarians and six other staff for loans and shelvingwork. The library is an open-acess one. Its Director also has a deputyresponsible for the co-ordination of customer services.

As the university authorities have been obliged to reduce theirexpeaditure, the library's total budget has dwindled by 2 per cent every yearfor the last five years. The Director strongly defended his acquisitionsbudget, which continued to grow in spite of everything; but 2.5 posts havehad to be cut over the past three years, including one in the Social SciencesSector. The number of acquisitions has thus been stabilized since theimposition of budget limits.

Delays in the cataloguing service, on the other hand, are increasing allthe time (one post has also been cut there). Two years ago the Directorsigned an agreement with a cataloguing network enabling him to locatecatalogue entries in a data bank and thus speed up the work. But thereappears to be a problem: the new procedures are less efficient, perhapsbecause the staff have not really become used to them or because the systemdoes not function propely.

The library's general performance is not very good: the number of loansfell by 12 per cent last year. A rapid survey of the teaching staff wascarried out but this produced little information: the response rate was verylow and the questionnaire
only contained five (open-eAded) questions.

The services provided are quite limited. The opening hours are from 8.30a.m. to 7 p.m., except on Saturdays when the library closes at 5 p.m. It isalso closed on Sundays. Users have asked for it to be opened in the eveningsand on Sunday afternoons, but the management has no attendance statisticswhich would justify this step, although the staff have noticed that the numberof customers increases at the end of the afternoon.
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It is believed that students who wish to work during the evening use the
town library which has recently opered a branch in the area near the campus:
this is a modern, well-equipped and well-lit building with a large collection
of reference books and journals (especially, historical). The bf,nch is open
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings until 10 p.m. and also on Saturday
mornings. The town library will soon be making its catalogue available in
machine-readable form, thereby improving its accessibility.

The University Library has two terminals for the inte..--ogation of data
banks, which are located in the librarian's office. One of these terminals
has been allocated for the exclusive use of the Pure Sciences Sector.
According to staff there does not appear to be a heavy demand for this
service. Research for the Pure Sciences Sector is carried out by a
librarian. Research for the other two sectors is carried out by heads of
service on receipt of a request.

A collection of microform documents (theses and foreign periodicals) is
available and there are also some audiu-visual documents purchased several
years ago b5 the Biology Department. The History Department has recently
expressed a wish to organize its own collection.

In the last few years some departments have also announced their
intenticn of organizing their own documentation centre: one of these is the
Astronomy Department, which, in addition to its own collection of monographs,
wishes to acquire a new collection of photographs and charts of the sky and
outer space. The Translation and Law Departments claim that they too have a
right to their own collections as their students make 'laboratory' use of some
types of documents (dictionaries in the case of the former and summaries of
leading cases and decisions in the case of the latter).

The Department of Information Science obtained resources from the
university five years ago for the establishment of its own documentation
centre. Those resources were taken from the library's general operating
budget.

You are a candidate for the post of Library Director as the old Director
is about to retire. You bave been invited to a selection interview together
with the other candidates on the shortlist. The Vice-Rector of the University
is the chairman of the selection board. He asks you to identify the library's
major problems in terms of marketing and to suggest the strategies and tactics
which seem to you to be most appropriate. What is your response?

9,1
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True or False
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T/F 1. Marketing in an organization is solely connected with sales
operations.

T/F 2. The first stage in marketing is to adapt products and services to
customer needs.

T/F 3. Marketing may be regarded as a philosophy of management.

T/F 4. The idea of marketing is a product of the modern management
techniques developed over the last two decades.

T/7 5. The five variables in the marketing mix are the product,
distribution, communication, staff and production.

T/F 6. In marketing strategy, the various ingredients in the marketing mix
may be selected independently of one another.

T/F 7. It is dangerous to define the market in terms of the product being.
produced.

T/F 8. Segmenting a market means dividing a large mixed market into several
relatively homogeneous segments.

T/F 9. Each market segment has its own marketing mix programme.

T/F 10. The information field benefits from a situation in which there is no
competition.

T/F 11. The activities of competitors influence the product's life cycle.

T/F 12. The organization's task is to formulate a programme of activities
necessary to achieve its goals.

T/F 13. The establishment of marketing strategies is the last stage in the
process of marketing planning.

T/F 14. Once formulated the marketing plan should remain unaltered for the
entire period in question in order to avoid subjective decisions.

9 G
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In the following diagram representing the transfer of information as
conceived by Branda Dervin, identify the four main components:

15. A)

16. B)

17. C)

18. D)

Multiple choices

O 0

o

B

'0

D

19. Which of the following factors does not form part of the marketing
environment:

(a) the legal context
(b) technology
(c) the customers
(d) the competition
(e) the socio-cultural context

20. Which of the following factors is an uncontrollable variable in
marketing:

(a) the product
(b) the competition
(c) the location
(d) the promotion
(e) none of these answers

21. The market should preferably be defined in terms of:

(a) the product being supplied
(b) unsatisfied needs
(c) the resources of the organization
(d) the legal constraints imposed by the environment
(e) the pricing policies of competitors

22. The first stage in the marketing planning process involves:

(a) the development of possible activities
(b) the drawing up of a schedule
(c) an analysis of the situation
(d) the formulation of strategies
(e) the fixing of a budget

#41

9
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23. Which of the following alternatives cannot provide a basis for

market segmentation:

(a) the geographical location
(b) the size of the population
(c) the level of use of the service
(d) psychological characteristics
(e) none of these: all of the above factors may provide a basis for

segmentation

24. Which of the following statements does not reflect the

information-seeking behaviour of scientists:

(a) information must reach them rapidly
(b) periodicals and research reports are practically the only data media

they use
(c) they never communicate orally with their colleagues
(d) they tend to delegate their bibliographical and browsing activities
(e) all of these statements reflect the information-seeking behaviour of

scientists.

9 S
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1.

ANNEX III

Example of poor questionnaire - exercise

Name: The beginning of the questionnaire is too
abrupt. It could have a title and a
brief introduction. Is the name of the
respondent really necessary?

2. Sex:

3. Age: 20 to 25
25 to 30
30 to 35
over

The age groups overlap.
What if the respondent is
under 20 years old? The
final category is unclear.

4. Do you visit the university library regularly every week during term time?

1. I practically never visit the University library.

2. I visit the library at regular intervals.

3. I visit the library regularly every week.

This question is ambiguous to say the least:
it is possible to visit regularly on a monthly
basis. The possible answers proposed are also
ambiguous and are not eXhaustive.
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5. Do you visit any libraries other than that of the University?

1. Never

2. Yes, occasionally

3. Yes, regularly.
If so, which type?

The attendance categories suggested may mean
different things to different respondents. It

would be better to specify 'requency of

attendance: once or twice a week, two to three
times per term, etc.

6. Do you find the reception at the library:

1. Very efficient
2. Efficient
3. Inefficient

Efficiency may not be defined in the same way
by all the respondents: the question could be
more specific. Scales of this type should be
as symmetrical as possible. Hence one

category is missing: wholly inefficent.

7. Are you aware that data banks are available?

1. Yes
2. No

This question suggests an answer. The
question could be more subtle and so could the
suggested answers.

.100
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8. Do you think that information training would improve your learning
capability and enable you to obtain better academic results?

This question has too many implications and
employs concepts which will be difficult for
respondents to handle. Furthermore open-ended
questions of this sort produce highly
disparate answers which are difficult to
analyse.
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ANNEX IV

Examples of advertising

2>

"So Much
So Close"

Genesee District Library
Flint, Michigan

,
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=
INFORMATHEOUE

ORGANISER L'INFORMATION
ET SERVIR LA PRISE DE DECISION

102
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If You Think SAZTEC
is just Data Entry... <3

You don't have the
Whole Picture

Data Entry? To be sure. In fact,
SAZTEC guarantees its data entry to
be at least 99.95% accurate.

But data entry is only one aspect
of the whole conversion picture.
SAZTEC offers everything needed to
design and implement a database for
use in-house or through an outside
vendor.

SAZTEC can capture source
documents, clerically code them for
data entry, convert the information
to tape, computer process the
information, interface text with
graphics or maps, generate reports,
edit, and format the data base to
any information system or CD-ROM
system you require.

SAZTEC provides the focus
necessary for a successful database
project. We develop databases for

libraries, hospitals, publishers,
utilities, lawyers, and database
producers and vendors worldwide.
SAZTEC is the total database builder.

r -

SIZTEC
dill 1°1

SAZTEC Corporation
27520 Hawthorne Boulevard, Suite 170
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274
Call 800222.9167 .
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Pour l'inginieur, l'industriel, l'entrepreneur

Un courtier en
information vous offre
son savoir-faire

le Service d'information
documentaire de
l'Ecole Polytechnique
de Montréal

EittlirtV.

1 04
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6

Pregnancy
The Nioga Library System's Health
Library Project (HELP) is designed
to Ering you, the consumer, health in-
formation by way of the public
libraries in Niagara, Orleans and
Genesee Counties. Health informa-
tion is available on a variety of topics
including pregnancy/childbirth. The
following titles and other information
on this topic can be found at the
libraries listed on the reverse side.
Methods Of Childbirth
Bean, Constance Doubleday, 1982
Surviving Pregnancy Loss
Friedman, Rochelle Little, 1982
Fertility And Conception:
An Essential Guide For Childless Couples
Stange!, John NAL, 1980
Practical Pregnancy: All That's Different
In Life Because You're Pregnant
Wolfe, Maxine Warner, 1980
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Appeir Fru.

MA&

Et branchez-vous sur la plus importante
banque d'information technique du Canada.

L'ICI ST Ore la plus
importante collection

d'information scientifique et
technique du pays. Grace a
un réseau d'experts en recher-
che documentaire au Conseil
national de recherches,
L'ICIST met a votre portée
plus de 3 millions de livres, de
comptes rendus de confe-
rences, de rapports, de publi-
cations en série et de revues
du monde entier.

Nous vous offrons:

Un Service de recherche
documentaire en direct
Le système CAN/ OLE
vous donne acces a plus de
35 bases de données

Un Service de diffusion
selective de l'information

Le systeme CAN/ SD:
met a votre portée !Infor-
mation la plus récente
dans votre domaine
d'intérét

Un Service de pret et de
photocopie Les ouvragcs
sont prêtés gratuitement
et les frais de photocopie
sont minimes

ra. ow rim ow mu am a.
Veuillez me faire parvetiir de plus
amples renseignements sur les ser-
vices de rICIST suivants.
0 CAN/OLE
0 CAN 'SDI
O Service de prêt et de photocopie
0 Centre bibliographique des

sciences de la sante
O CAN 'SND
0 Service de reference I
O Repertoire des traductions

scientsfiques I

I
I
1

I
I

> 1
Leléphone

im no me low immt nor unesj

a Un Service de données
numeriques scientifiques

Le systeme CAN/ SND
vous fournit des données
numériques évaluées par
des experts

I Un Service de reference
II effectue pour vous des
recherches documentaires,
répond a des questions
techniques ou vous dirige
au besoin vers des expertsNom

Titre

Organisme

Adresse

Un Centre bibliographique
des sciences de la sante
II vous donne acces au
MEDLARS, le système
de bases de données de
pointe dans les domaines
de la médecine et de la
toxicologie

Conseil national de recherches National Research Council
Canada Canada

Un Repertoire des traduc-
tions scientifiques 11

vous indique oi trouver
les traductions faites au
Canada ou a l'étranger

Pour savoir comment vous
brancher sur l'ICIST, com-
posez le (613) 993-1600,
adrcssez un message via le
réseau ENVOY 100 à CISTI.
INFO ou renvoyezla formule
de demande a:

Service de publicit é et des
communications

ICIST (Institut canadien de
rinformation scientifique
et technique)

Conseil national de recherches
Ottawa (Ontario)
K IA 0S2

Canadg
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Info Master service takes
electronic information out of the Dark Ages.

"or , . , 10

14,f,4

So you can oversee
the enlightenment of end-users.

hit "Vlasi, 1 14 111/) 1,11 11111 11 I 1111111414,\

VI,. 11 11,41 111N1 1111 111, 11,41111 11

InloNLISIcl I ighl um. I ElI I '

'

all 11114, lot (. Q111I/111111,111,114 1',15} N%Q1(1) 101 41)11 0111140111
slat! 1111111..1'11111 11111. .11111 1.111111 14(1 1111,1\1.1%111 I RI I

1-800-247-13731h

InfoMaster
WILE

11611111,1 rorridrrior "las. I' 1,...or Ir. irl
4.11144111, 1)11,41 rr.t. r I Ill I

'1 I
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Recherche ma donntie-
désespérement

telc

41:41Pa 3

:04"te

Micro Questel votre tete chercheuse.

1NFODIAL STAND tic' 1 D 136
du 14 au 19 Avril

1 1;

Un document a retrouver
dans vos fichiers ? Ne cherchez
plus. Laissez faire MICRO
OUESTEL pour saisir, gérer et
exploiter toutes vos informa-
tions. Connectez-le a un centre
serveur, meme eloigne et rapa-
triez sur votre site tout ce qui
vous intéresse.
MICRO OUESTEL est utilisable
sur IBM XT et compatibles
meme par des non-spécialistes
de l'informatique.

.11111111
fIRMINO 11011/M10

111:=1110,71,%T/1161N9rtrZMS

Guest&
83-85, bd Vincent-Auriol
75013 Paris, France.
33 III 45.82.64.64.
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"Its a challenge to keep up with
ourcommunity's growth.

Dialog has helped a great deal:'

Homer Fletcher has been a head librar-
ian for 30 years, and over half of those
years he has headed up the San Jose
Public Library system.

As San Jose has grown, so has its
library. From 10 branches in 1970 tu 17
today. During that time, Mr Fletcher
and his staff have worked hard to keep
pace with their community's growth
and needs.

They have taken an approach that
is responsive to the diverse nature of
their community. As a result, the library
host, a 1.arge foreign language collection.

It's hardly surprising that, in 1973,
the library was one of the first in the
nation to participate in online services
through a grant from the National
Science Foundation. From that pioneer-
ing beginning San Jose Public Library

Homer Fletchen City Librarian, San Jose Public Library

f
-

never looked back, continuing to offer its
patrons the advantage of online infor-
mation retrieval.

Today, the library's online depan-
ment is one of the most progressive In the
nation. According to senior librarian
Martha Schmidt,"Our department is
staffed by -seven librarians who now
handle nearly 700 request:, a month for
online searches':

The majority of those searches arc
completed through DIALOG.That's
bee.; use DIALOG's reliability and avail-
ability is better than 99.8%.With features
and searching capabilities available
un no other system. And DIALOC gives
the library's patrons access to the world's
largest collection of knowledge, online.
Which fit, Mr. Fletcher's philosophy
quite well."There's not another instuu-

don in our society that has the mission
of the public library to provide infor-
mation and access to ideas for all
thc public!'

As ivlr Fletcher summed it up,
"The sooner a library goes online the
better."

For more information on how tu get
started with DIALOG in your library
or in your community, call us at ,-800-
3-DIALOG and we will send you
an information brochure. Or write
DIALOG, marketing department, 3460
Iddlview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 01104

Dinwo INFORMATION SERVICES INC

A SUOSIOARY O. LOCKHEED CORP

The world's largest online knowledgebank

800-3-D1ALOG
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PGI STUDIES AND DOCUMENTS RELATING
TO TH2ORETICAL AND PRACTICAL TRAINING

ATHERTON, P. - Guidelines for the organization of training courses,

workshops and seminars in scientific and technical information and

documentation. - Paris : Unesco, 1975. - 88 p. - (SC-75/WS/29). Also

available in French and Spanish

ATHERTON, P. - Handbook for information syst.ms and services. - Paris :

Unesco, 1977. - 259 p. (ISBN 92-3-101457-9). Also available in French,

Russian and Spanish

COCHRANE, P. - User based information services. A slide-tape presentation.

Paris : Unesco, 1987. - (PGI-86/WS/27). Only limited nuMber of copies

available

COOK, M. - Guidelines on curriculum development in information technology

for librarians, documentalists and archivists. - Paris : Unesco, 1986. - 123

p. - (PGI-86/WS/26). Spanish and French versions in preparation

COOK, M. - Guidelines for curriculum development in records management and

the administration of modern archives : a RAMP study. - Paris : Unesco,

1982. 74 p. (PGI-82/WS/16). Also available in French and Spanish

EVANS, A.J., RHODES, R.G., KEENAN, S. - Education and training of users of.

scientific and technical information : UNISIST Guide for teachers. - Paris :

Unesco, 1977. - 143 p. (ISBN 92-3-101452-5). Also available in French,

Russian and Spanish

FISHBEIN, M.H. - A Model curriculum for the education and training of

archivists in automation : a RAMP study. - Paris : Unesco, 1985. - 33 p.

(PGI-85/WS/27). Includes a biblibgraphy. Also available in Spanish

GUINCHAT, C., MENOU, M. - Introduction generale aux sciences et techniques

de l'information et de la documentation. - Paris : Les Presses de l'Unesco,

1981. 402 p. (ISBN 92-3 201860-80). Also vailable in English and Spanish.

Arabic and Chinese versions in preparation. Price: 90FF

HALL, N. - irachers, information and school libraries. - Paris : Unesco,

1986. - 110 p. (PGI-86/WS/17). Also available in Spanish. French version in

preparation

HARMONIZATION of training in librarianship, information science and

archives. - Paris : Unesco, 1987. - 13 p. - (PGI-87/WS/2). Also available in
French and Spanish

HARRIS, C. - Training package on information and documentation. - Paris

Unesco, 1987. - (PGI-86/WS/28). Only limited number of copies available

INTERNATIONAL Symposium on harmonization of education and training
programmes in information science, librarianship and archival studies.

Unesco House, Paris, 8-12 October 1984. Final Report. - Paris : Unesco,

1984. - 13 p. (PGI/E.T./HARM. II/80). Also available in French
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KATHPALIA, Y.P. - A Model curriculum for the training of specialists in
document preservation and restoration : a RAMP study with guidelines. -
Paris: Masco, 1984. - vi, 31 p. (PGI-84/WS/2). Also available in French
and Spanish

LANCASTER, F.W. - Guidelines for the evaluation of training courses,
workshops and seminars in scientific and tedhnical information and
documentation. - Paris: UheSco, 1975. - 102 p. (SC-75/WS/44). Also
available in French and Spanish

LANCASTER, F.W. - Guidelines for the evaluation of training courses,
workshops and seminars (second edition). - Paris: Unesco, 1983. - 129 p.
(BEP/83/III). English only

LARGE J.A. - A Modular curriculum in information studies. Paris:
Unesco, 1987. - 89 p. (PGI-87/WS/5). Also available in French. Spanish
version in preparation

MODERN arthives administration and records management: a RAMP reader
compiled by Peter Walne with the assistance of a working group of the
International Council on Ardhives. - Paris: Unesco, 1985. - 587 p.
(PGI-85/WS/32). Also available in French and Spanish

MOORE, N. - GUidelines for conducting information manpower surveys; Vol.
I The Manual; Vol.II Questionnaires and accompanying documents. - Paris:
Unesco, 1986. - 88, 34 p. (PGI-86!WS/3). Also available in French and
Spanish

NEELAMEGHAN, A. - Guidelines for formulating policy on education,
training and development of library and information personnel. - Paris:
Unesco, 1978. - 38 p. (PGI-78/WS/29). Also available in French and Spanish

NEWSLETTER on education and training programmes for information
personnel. Published by FID under Unesco contract. - The Hague: FID, 1979-

PARKER, J.S. - Library and information science and archive
administration: a guide to building up a basic collection for library
schools. - Paris: Unesco, 1984. - 148 p. (PGI-84/WS/11). English only

REGISTER of short-term education and training activities inlibrarianship, information science and archives / Inventaire des
activites de formation de breve (lurk dans le domaine de la
bibliotheconomie, des sciences de l'information et dF l'archivistique
Inventario de las actividades de formation de brava duration en la esferade la bibliotecologia, las ciencias de la informacion y la archivologia /
Second edition. Compiled and edited by M.L. DOSA and J. COLLIN. - TheHague, Paris: FID and Unesco, 1984, 187 p.

SARACEVIC, T. - A course in information consolidation. A Handbook foreducation and training in analysis, synthesis and repackaging ofinformation (preliminary version). - Paris: Unesco, 1986. - 128 p.(PGI-86/WS/14). English only

SAUNDERS, W.L. - Guidelines for curriculum development in informationstudies. Paris:
h
Unesco, 1978. - 38 p. (PGI-78/WS/27). Also available inFrench and Spanis

iZO
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SIMMONS, P. - Teaching package on the use of inforwtion handling
standards: computer aspects of bibliographic records, computer hardware,
computer software (Preliminary version). - Paris: Unesco, 1986.

(PGI-86/WS/4). Various pagings. FUrther modules to be issued later.

THOMPSON, A.H. - Guide to the production and use of audio-visual aids in
library and information science teaching. - Paris: Unesco, 1983. - 125 p.

(PGI-83/WS/17). Also available in French and Spanish

VAN PATTEN DE OCAMPO, E.M.. - La integracion de la biblioteca
escolar/centro de recursos de aprendizaje al curriculum de las escuelas.

Programa de capacitacion para su tmo en las escuelas formadoras de

maestros. - ocho Modulos. 27, 19, 18, 40, 34, 33, 40, 23 p. - Unesco:

Caracas, 1987. (PGI/LAC-87/WS/2). Available from Unesco Caracas Office.
Spanish only

VAUGHAN, A. - Reader on management. Tb be issued in 1987. French and

Spanish versions in 1988

WASSERMAN, P., RIZZO, J.R. - A Course in administration for managers of
information services: design, implementation and topical outline. -

Paris: Unesco, 1977. 79 p. (SC-76/WS/110). Also available in French

WATSON, D.G. - Guidelines for the organization of short courses and
workshops on the dissemination of data in science and technology. -

Paris: Unesco, 1986. 73 p. (PGI-86/WS/11). French and Spanish versions
in preparation. Also available in French and Spanish

WHITE, B. - Directory of audio-visual materials for use in records
management and archives administration training. - Paris: Unesco, 1982.
71 p. (PGI-82/WS/8). English only

WILSON, T.D. - Guidelines for developing and implementing a national plan
for training and education in information use. - Paris: Unesco, 1980.
50 p. (PGI-80/WS/28). Also available In French and Spanish

WORLD Guide to library schools and training courses in documentation /

Guide mondial des ecoles de bibliothecaires et de documentalistes. -
Second edition. - London: Clive Bingley; Paris: The Unesco Press, 1981.
549 p. (ISBN 0-85157-309-6). Out of print

Copies of the Above studies and documents are available from:

Division of the General
Information Programme

UNESCO
7, Place de Fontenoy

75007 PARIS
France

October 1987

1 21


